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Welcome and Introductions

Brad Belden, President, Belden Brick
Committee Chair
Bruce Quinn, Vice President of Public Affairs,
Rockwell Automation, Meeting Host

State Public Policy Report
• State Government Overview
• Power Plant Subsidies / House Bill 6
• Other Legislation

Ryan Augsburger, OMA Staff
Rob Brundrett, OMA Staff

Energy Engineering Report
• House Bill 6 Customer Cost Impact
• HB 6 & Wholesale Electricity Markets
• Nuclear Power Plant Profitability

John Seryak, PE, RunnerStone, LLC
OMA Energy Engineer

Counsel’s Report
• Ohio Supreme Court Decisions
• House Bill 6 Legal Analysis
• PUCO Case Highlights

Kim Bojko, Carpenter Lipps & Leland
OMA Energy Counsel

Special Presentations
•

•

Advancing Energy Management at The
Plant Level & Best Practices in Energy
Reduction
Deregulated Markets Save Ohio Electricity
Consumers Billions

Alex Fitzsimmons, Deputy Assistant Secretary, US
Department of Energy
Eli Levine, US Department of Energy

Dr. Edward (Ned) Hill, Professor of Public Affairs,
John Glenn College, The Ohio State University
Andrew Thomas, Executive in Residence, Energy
Policy Center, Cleveland State University

Natural Gas Market Trends

LeRoy Smith, NiSource, Columbia Gas of Ohio

Electricity Market Trends

Susanne Buckley, Scioto Energy

Lunch

Meeting sponsored by:

Meeting hosted by:

2019 Energy Committee Calendar
Meetings will begin at 10:00 a.m.
Thursday, November 21
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Bruce M. Quinn
Vice President Public Affairs, Rockwell Automation
Bruce is the lead executive of an integrated team that combines government relations, external
communications, issues management and corporate citizenship and charitable giving that will
influence public policy in order to grow our business, build a strong corporate reputation and
find common ground with our company stakeholders.
Bruce joined Rockwell Automation in 2005 and assumed the role of vice president and chief
representative for Rockwell Automation China. Since then, Bruce has held roles of increasing
responsibility within government affairs and strategic development. Most recently, Bruce was
vice president, Global Government Affairs and our senior corporate representative in
Washington D.C. Prior to joining Rockwell Automation, Bruce served 20 years in various
commercial, trade, and national security roles with the U.S. Government.
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To:
From:
Re:
Date:

OMA Energy Committee
Ryan Augsburger / Rob Brundrett
Energy Policy Report
August 22, 2019

Overview
Final legislative action on House Bill 6, far-reaching electricity regulation legislation, occurred in mid-July.
Everything surrounding HB 6 was supercharged. The bill in its final form will distort electricity markets
denying customers of the long-term benefits of competition. New costs, some known and some unknown,
will hit customers of all sizes. The legislative skirmish lasted just over three months.
The OMA has been an opponent to the policy changes that require customers to subsidize power plants
that are not needed. The OMA is prepared to advocate to protect manufacturing interests in the
implementation of the bill. Energy policy will be a top issue area for the entire 2019-2020 legislative
session.
Nuke Bailout – House Bill 6 Becomes Law
After being panned by dozens of important stakeholders, legislation to subsidize the uneconomical
nuclear power plants stalled out last session. FirstEnergy Corp.’s (FE) unregulated subsidiary,
FirstEnergy Solutions (FES), owns Ohio’s two nuclear power plants among a portfolio of generation that
has been considered uneconomic. Hence, they sought government bailout in various forms over the past
five years. Those efforts were repelled.
Then following the 2018 General Election and ensuing legislative leadership election, House Bill 6 was
introduced in late April. The bill was extensively revised in order to win support of electric utilities. Mostly
this was accomplished with the addition of a bailout subsidy for two old, uneconomic coal power plants
(including one power plant in Indiana). These plants are owned by the Ohio Valley Electrical Corporation
(OVEC) whose shareholders are utilities and other energy companies. The bill also largely orders a stop
to Ohio’s utility-administered energy efficiency programs and renewable energy standards.
Throughout the many versions of the bill, OMA staff and retained experts have produced extensive
analysis for the membership and engaged the membership. In the end, the bill was narrowly approved by
both the House and the Senate. Votes for the divisive bill were not along partisan lines. In the aftermath,
several media outlets reported or editorialized on the political activity surrounding the bill. It is believed
that proponents spent more money to support HB 6 than any other piece of legislation in modern history.
Many OMA members actively engaged to advocate against the bill and the OMA voice was among the
most impactful during the legislative debate. The OMA issued key vote alerts. See included HB 6 vote list.
Proponents of the bill made claims that simply were not true, however lulled many policymakers and other
stakeholders into thinking the bill was actually a good thing for Ohio. Mark these words – HB 6 is only a
win if you are FirstEnergy, FirstEnergy Solutions, OVEC, or their shareholders. Everyone else loses. The
bill is done but the issue is not going away.
HB 6 Referendum
An effort is underway to repeal HB 6 via state referendum. The initial phase of signature collection is
underway. If successful, the issue could be placed on the November 2020 General Election ballot. The
OMA government affairs committee heard a presentation on the referendum effort at their August 22
meeting.
The proponents of HB 6 proved they will invest significant resources to support the bill. As such, the cost
of a referendum challenge will be significant. Resource material is included. We have already seen a
glimpse of the messaging by supporters of the bill. Expect claims of lower customer costs, coupled with
the need for fuel diversity and China-bashing.
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FES Bankruptcy
Simultaneous to the legislative theater, FES filed for bankruptcy protection in March 2018. Shortly
thereafter the bankrupt company notified regulators of its intent to shutter the power plants in a few years.
A settlement between FE, FES, and the stakeholders is still pending approval. The plant owners together
with concerned local government leaders have used the plant closure announcements to lever political
support for state and federal bailouts. The beneficiaries of any possible bailout would seem to include
speculative investors (hedge funds), former parent FE, and local governments hoping to prevent local job
loss and tax revenue.
Government attorneys and judges have expressed concern to FE and FES of their continued liability for
decommissioning costs at some point in the future. More recently, FES informed the bankruptcy court that
the company would not recognize the terms of the company’s collective bargaining agreement. An irony
since unionized workers were prominent spokespeople for the bill during the legislative process.
HB 6 Implementation – What Next?
Unless a referendum is duly filed, the provisions of HB 6 go into effect mid-October. An abundance of
rulemakings and determinations must be made by the PUCO and other state agencies. The OMA Energy
Group will be participating in those proceedings to protect manufacturing interests. Members are invited
to support this effort.
An analysis by OMA Energy Engineering partner RunnerStone explains how the soon-to-be-subsidized
generation will be walled off from the PJM capacity market and a state construct will likely be required to
facilitate the purchase of the subsidized electrons…this move is believed to hike customer costs. Stay
tuned for the sequel to HB 6.

Trump Administration Favors Nuke and Coal Bailouts
For nearly two years, some nuclear and coal interests have had success in lobbying the federal
government to order nuclear and coal (as specified) power plant bailouts on a national basis. The Trump
Administration backed away from plans to require customers to subsidize unprofitable power plants under
the guise of national security or resiliency. The government involvement bears continued scrutiny. DOE
Secretary Perry told a groups of lawmakers at an ALEC meeting mid-August that preservation of nuclear
generation is important for US fuel diversity.

PJM Opines on Resiliency
Throughout the recent legislative subsidy debates at the General Assembly, grid operator PJM
Interconnect had been clear to dispel the myths of poor fuel diversity and electric supply shortages
affecting “reliability.” However, more recently, PJM issued a report justifying some possible basis for grid
“resiliency.” The OMA has an analysis on current PJM activity but further proceedings at PJM will be
needed for clarity. Remarkably, PJM has postponed indefinitely the planned energy auction to assess
how the market can fairly operate in the face of widening market manipulation via state subsidies.

Utility Seeks to Shift Risk from Shareholders to Customers
The regulated monopoly electric distribution utility (EDU) AEP Ohio has a controversial application
pending at the PUCO to allow the utility to develop in-state renewable energy generation. If the
application is approved, customers will be required to pay an additional rider on their power bill to
subsidize the renewable energy projects.
The case is not about renewable energy which is flourishing in Ohio as a result of increasingly favorable
market attributes. To the contrary, the case is about whether a utility should be allowed to violate a
prohibition of an EDU controlling generation rather than being the agnostic distributor for power. Ohio
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deregulated the generation of electricity decoupling it from distribution twenty years ago. As such, the
proposal is anti-competitive.
There is nothing preventing AEP Ohio’s parent company (AEP) or an unregulated affiliate from
developing the same renewable project while taking on ordinary business risk instead of offloading the
company’s (shareholders’) risk to the captive customers. In fact, AEP recently announced they would
invest over a billion dollars to develop renewable generation following rejection of similar proposals in
other states. The OMA Energy Group has been a leading opponent of the proposal at the PUCO.
House Bill 6 now contains language to change the law to authorize this sort of activity. The costs to
customers can be significant. This is yet another erosion to the marketplace. See HB 6 analyses.

Protecting Competitive Electric Markets
In 1999, with the passage of Senate Bill 3, Ohio began a transition to deregulated generation. That
transition has delivered customer choice, cost-savings and innovation. One of the main tenets of
deregulation was forcing then-integrated utility companies to sell or spin-off their generation. “Stranded
costs” and other above-market surcharge constructs enabled the utilities to have their generation paid for
by Ohioans for a second time. HB 6 represents yet another above-market payment to utilities and power
plant owners by customers who realize no benefit.
The OMA has been a proponent of markets, supporting the original deregulation legislation and opposing
utility profit subsidy schemes that distort the market and result in new above-market charges on
manufacturers’ electric bills. Several noteworthy studies have demonstrated how the market delivers
lower prices, choice and innovation without compromising reliability. NOPEC just issued an updated study
that pegs customer savings at $24 billion over eight years. With the passage of HB 6, competitive
markets are under attack in Ohio.

OVEC Bailout
Last session, the OMA opposed legislation to provide over one hundred million dollars per year to the
owners of aging coal plants (one in Ohio and one in Indiana) operated by the Ohio Valley Electric
Corporation (OVEC). The OMA had also opposed subsidies for OVEC in rate cases at the PUCO. In a
decision by the Supreme Court in late 2018, the Court effectively allowed utilities to collect the rider to
subsidize OVEC under terms of a specific Electric Security Plan (ESP). An OVEC bailout for the out years
beyond the terms specified in the Court decision is now included in HB 6.

Excessive Earnings
With all eyes on HB 6, lobbyists for FirstEnergy also won House approval of a provision that allows the
Akron-based electric distribution utility to earn more profit. The OMA opposed the provision and urged
lawmakers to remove it in both the House and Senate. The consequence: all FirstEnergy service
customers will not get relief from overpayment.

Pro-Utility Legislation Ready for Hearings
With HB 6 completed and a robust legislative session calendar for the remainder of 2019, other pro-utility
legislation may now advance:
•
•
•

HB 104 (Stein) establishes the Ohio nuclear development authority to spur investment in modular
and advanced nuclear technologies.
HB 246 (Vitale) placeholder legislation to modernize the PUCO and Office of Consumers’
Counsel.
HB 247 (Stein) expand the authority of a utility to offer customer-focused energy services or
products under the justification of smart grid technology and opens to door to new non-
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bypassable riders to pay for the buildout. The bill significantly erodes market protections on the
books since deregulation or longer.

Federal Tax Reform Reduces Electric Prices, Finally
It took utilities in Ohio longer to pass along savings to customers stemming from federal tax reform last
winter. The OMA Energy Group has been active in these proceedings. Ask staff how your company can
support the work of the OMA Energy Group.

PowerForward and Goldplating
Over the past few years, the PUCO undertook a study of future grid technologies. The study and resulting
report bear the brand, PowerForward. In the months since the report was finalized, a collaborative has
been meeting. Utilities are using the findings in PowerForward to justify new mandated customer payment
requests to produce “grid modernization.” The OMA Energy Group is watching out for goldplating in these
proceedings.
Ohio electric utility executives have been announcing to investors their bold new initiatives to upgrade
their grid infrastructure touting costs in the tens of billions of dollars. These transmission and distribution
costs, if allowed by federal and state regulators, will layer new costs onto customers. The OMA Energy
Group will be monitoring utility requests and will be commenting on the need and benefit of improvements
to customers. Utility applications for customer cost-recovery that fail to provide offsetting customer
benefits will be met with scrutiny and possible objection by this organization.

On-Site Generation Taxed in Ohio
The Ohio Department of Taxation is sending out tax bills to third parties operating on-site generation, be it
wind, solar or onsite gas generation. The Department contends that a customer who generates power
should pay generation tax the same as a utility. The Department’s basis for collecting the tax is tenuous.
Legislation was introduced in HB 6 that goes a long way at addressing the issue for on-site wind. The
OMA supports a legislative correction for all forms of onsite generation.

OMA Appeals Utility Subsidies
Kim Bojko, Chief Counsel for the OMA Energy Group (OMAEG) presented oral argument before the
Supreme Court of Ohio challenging customer charges in the FirstEnergy DMR case. Like other recent
rate cases and litigation, customer power costs are heavily impacted by these cases. Your company can
strengthen the association’s efforts. Contact staff for information on joining the OMAEG. See included
memo.

Energy Standards Legislation
After six years of back and forth policy battles, HB 6 appears to have dismantled the standards for
efficiency and renewable energy. Siting requirements for large scale wind generation projects are not part
of the debate. See HB 6 analysis documents.
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Energy

Supreme Court Denies FirstEnergy
Rider Appeal
August 23, 2019

was announced that a planned gas-fired power
plant slated for Wood County had been
cancelled due to HB 6. 8/21/2019

The Supreme Court of Ohio this week rejected
FirstEnergy’s appeal to reconsider the legality of
its Distribution Modernization Rider (DMR). The
denial to reopen the case confirms the
court’s earlier 4-3 ruling that customers of
FirstEnergy’s Ohio utilities have been
overcharged by hundreds of millions of dollars
since 2017. The court in June said the Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) improperly
authorized utility surcharges for grid
modernization subsidies, and ordered the
charges to be removed immediately.

Study: Electric Utility Riders, Subsidies
Could Cost Ohio Billions

The OMA Energy Group led the legal challenge
to remove this rider. 8/22/2019

New research shows Ohio’s deregulated
electricity markets have saved the state’s
ratepayers nearly $24 billion over the past eight
years, or roughly $3 billion a year. Conducted by
researchers at The Ohio State University and
Cleveland State University — and
commissioned by the Northeast Ohio Public
Energy Council (NOPEC) — the study shows
that competition has driven down average
electricity prices in deregulated Midwestern
states, while their regulated peers have seen
steady price increases.

Thanks, HB 6. Another Ohio Power
Plant Scrapped
August 23, 2019

Another competitive power generation project
has been cancelled due to the enactment
of House Bill 6, the nuclear bailout plan. The
Youngstown Vindicator this week reported on
the decision by Clean Energy Future to shelve
its plans to develop a third natural gas-fueled
power plant in Lordstown. It is estimated the
$1.1 billion plant would have brought $29 billion
worth of economic benefit to the region over its
50-year life.
Approved by the General Assembly and signed
into law in mid-July, HB 6 forces Ohio
customers, including manufacturers, to
subsidize the state’s nuclear power plants, as
well as certain coal-fired generation facilities,
giving those generators an unfair advantage and
undercutting market economics. Last month, it

August 16, 2019

Unfortunately, the research also finds that
Ohio’s investor-owned utility companies are
chipping away at those customer savings
through the use of subsidies, surcharges, and
riders. This is occurring as efforts have
intensified to re-regulate electricity markets. See
the whitepaper and executive
summary. 8/12/2019

Industry Accounts for One-Third of
Ohio’s Energy Use
August 9, 2019

Why is the OMA passionate about energy
policy? Because manufacturers and other
industrial users account for nearly one-third of
Ohio’s total energy consumption — including
motor fuel and electricity. The U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA) has posted its
most recent breakdown of Ohio’s energy
consumption. Key facts include:
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•

Ohio’s industrial sector is a major user
of natural gas.

•

As of April, Ohio’s average industrial
electric rate was 6.26 cents/kWh
compared to 6.53 cents/kWh nationally.

•

Ohio is the third-largest coal-consuming

lawmakers from both parties were pressured
heavily by their leadership, as well as multiple
stakeholders.
This was a difficult vote, so hearing directly from
constituents will mean a great deal to every
lawmaker. If your state representative or senator
voted “no” on HB 6, take a moment to send
him/her a note of thanks. You can find your state
lawmakers here. 8/5/2019

state after Texas and Indiana, and nearly
90% of the coal consumed in Ohio is used
for electric power generation. Nationwide,
coal-fired generation continues to be
retired.
As stated in the OMA’s Public Policy
Competitiveness Agenda, energy policy can
enhance — or hinder — Ohio’s ability to attract
business investment, stimulate economic
growth, and spur job creation. This is especially
true in manufacturing. 8/5/2019

Ohio Energy Consumption by End-Use
Sector, 2017
August 9, 2019

HB 6 Referendum Process Now
Underway
August 2, 2019

Just over a week since the nuclear bailout bill
(House Bill 6) was approved by the General
Assembly and signed into law, efforts are
underway to ask Ohio voters to invalidate the
legislation.
A group called Ohioans Against Corporate
Bailouts is conducting a referendum campaign.
This week, it filed initial paperwork with the
Ohio Attorney General. If the petition language
is approved, more than 265,000 signatures must
be collected to put the issue on the November
2020 ballot. The group is not yet disclosing
specific supporters of the referendum effort, but
they expect many HB 6 opponents to continue
voicing their concerns about the law.
Here’s more information on Ohio’s referendum
process. 8/1/2019

Feds Halt Electrical Power Sale Due to
State Subsidies
August 2, 2019

Remember to Thank Lawmakers Who
Voted ‘No’ on HB 6
August 9, 2019

Last month, during the final days of legislative
action on House Bill 6 — the nuclear bailout bill
— 70 Ohio lawmakers from the House and
Senate voted to approve the power plant
subsidy package. However, another 50
lawmakers stood firm and voted against the bill.
The votes were not along partisan lines and

The decision of Ohio lawmakers to subsidize
nuclear and select other power plants is already
negatively affecting the wholesale operation of
the regionally administered power markets. Two
days after Ohio enacted its nuclear bailout under
HB 6, federal policymakers ordered PJM
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Interconnect — the nation’s largest power grid
operator, whose territory includes all of Ohio —
to indefinitely delay an auction to set power
prices.
According to Bloomberg, “The halt lays bare
the gridlock within the federal energy
commission as it grapples with hundreds of
millions of dollars in out-of-market subsidies that
some states are creating to rescue foundering
nuclear power plants.” Bloomberg notes that
while some power generators have warned that
state bailouts are skewing the results of
auctions, the Trump administration has pressed
for aid to “money-losing reactors and coal units
in the name of grid resilience.”
The OMA’s energy engineer has analyzed this
situation, which will be discussed at the Aug. 29
meeting of the OMA Energy Committee in
suburban Cleveland. 8/1/2019

House Votes to Send HB 6 to Governor
DeWine
July 26, 2019

Last Sunday, July 21, Ohio House
Speaker Larry Householder (R-Glenford) gave
notice of a House session for Tuesday morning,
July 23, to hold a vote on House Bill 6, the
nuclear power plant bailout. After the Ohio
Senate narrowly approved the measure late
last week, the House needed to concur with
Senate amendments to send it to Gov. Mike
DeWine. The House voted to accept the Senate
amendments with just 51 “yes” votes, one vote
more than the minimum required.
See how your state representative voted, and
read a list of major concerns with the bill as it
stands. Leading up to Tuesday’s vote, statewide
media reported that a state aircraft had been
scheduled to pick up lawmakers from a meeting
in Chicago to ensue enough votes in favor of HB
6. The flight was later cancelled. 7/25/2019

Governor Signs HB 6
July 26, 2019

Approximately two hours after the House passed
HB 6, Gov. Mike DeWine signed the nuclear
power bailout into law. The OMA, with the Office
of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel, had written
the governorearlier to urge him to veto the
legislation that will redistribute Ohioans’ monies
to Wall Street hedge funds. The politically
influential AARP also urged a veto. 7/25/2019

What Does HB 6 Mean for Ohio
Manufacturers?
July 26, 2019

Aside from the obvious new charges that
customers will be forced to pay to subsidize two
nuclear facilities and two old coal power plants,
HB 6 grants significant new authority to state
officials to interfere in competitive power
markets. Under HB 6, the Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio (PUCO) will have sweeping
new authority to determine new charges on
customers’ power bills. The OMA Energy Group
will be participating in upcoming rate making and
rule making. All manufacturers are invited to join
this effort to protect their interests.
Prior to the House vote earlier this week, the
OMA dispatched an alert to House members
detailing key reasons to oppose HB 6. While
proponent lawmakers dismissed the concerns,
investors have already warned they will
abandon a planned $500 million expansion of a
natural gas power plant in Troy due to the
bailout legislation. Read the OMA’s mythsversus-facts document on HB 6. Join the
discussion at the OMA Energy Committee
meeting in Mayfield Heights, Aug.
29. 7/25/2019

Referendum on HB 6?
July 26, 2019

The Ohio Constitution allows citizens to initiate
a referendum at the ballot box to repeal bills
enacted by the Ohio General Assembly. The
process for initiating a referendum on HB 6 has
already begun by one group calling itself
Ohioans Against Corporate Bailouts. The OMA
staff is evaluating the proposal. Should the
signature collection effort succeed, the item
would be added to the November 2020 ballot,
which will feature the presidential race.
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Members of the OMA Government Affairs
Committee will discuss this issue in some depth
at the Aug. 22 meeting. 7/25/2019

Senate OKs Nuke Plant Bailout on 1912 Vote
July 19, 2019

because they lacked the votes to get the 50vote majority needed to send it to the governor.
House Speaker Larry Householder may try
again as early as July 25 to get final approval for
the legislation. The OMA has issued a Key Vote
Alert to all state representatives urging a “no”
vote on the concurrence of HB 6.
After the House concurs, the bill will be
presented to Gov. Mike DeWine, who has made
statements that he favors efforts to protect the
jobs at the power plants. The OMA joined forces
with the Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel
in sending a letter to the governor, urging him
to veto HB 6 to protect Ohio businesses and
families.

Wednesday night, the Ohio Senate voted 19-12
to approve House Bill 6, legislation that will
heavily subsidize Ohio’s two nuclear power
plants, along with two coal-fired plants — one of
which is in Indiana! The vote followed hours of
rancorous debate and a KEY VOTE
ALERT issued by the OMA, urging senators to
vote no. Find out how your state senator voted.

Take some time over the next week to call your
state representative (ideally on their mobile
phone) to let them know you oppose HB 6 and
urge them to do the same. Equally important,
call or write your state senator to thank them if
they voted no. 7/18/2019

Senate Amendments to HB 6 Raise
More Questions
July 19, 2019

In his floor speech, Senate Energy & Public
Utilities Committee Chair Steve Wilson (RMaineville) said that “the real winners of this
legislation is the ratepayer.” Ratepayer groups,
including the OMA, oppose HB 6 because it will
require Ohio businesses and families to pay
hundreds of millions of dollars in new charges
annually, while distorting the energy
marketplace — which has been delivering lower
generation costs and innovation.
Others who spoke in support of the legislation
included Sens. Theresa Gavarone, Sandra
Williams, Dave Burke, John Eklund, Lou Terhar,
and Minority Leader Kenny Yuko. Speaking
against the bill were Sens. Joe Uecker, Cecil
Thomas, and Bill Coley. Watch the Senate
floor debate beginning at the 1:51:35
mark. 7/18/2019

Nuke Bailout: What’s Next?
July 19, 2019

The current version of House Bill 6 now
returns to the House for a concurrence vote to
approve the Senate amendments. The House
had planned to concur Wednesday night, but
instead adjourned around 8 p.m. — apparently

During this week’s debate on HB 6, a floor
amendment was added to delay the bill’s
subsidy collections and payments to power
plants by one year (until 2021). This raises
further questions about the need for the bill. For
weeks, nuke plant owners contended that
customer funds were needed by July 17 to
prevent the plants from decommissioning.
Others have questioned the wisdom of passing
a “bailout” now, considering the state could wait
for the FirstEnergy Solutions bankruptcy
proceedings to be completed soon so that
lawmakers would be able to see the real
financial need, if any. The OMA’s profitability
analysis finds that the nuke plants are in fact
going to be profitable after bankruptcy.
Before advancing HB 6 to the full Senate, the
Energy and Public Utilities Committee adopted
several other amendments — some of which
add financial protections for utilities at
ratepayers’ expense, such as the new
decoupling mechanism and OVEC revision. A
provision was also inserted to allow mid-sized
industrial customers to opt-out of paying the
energy efficiency rider, but the benefit is fleeting
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since utility-managed energy efficiency
programs will be discontinued under the bill.
Also of interest was an added provision allowing
mercantile customers to enter into power
purchase agreements with distribution utility
companies.
The OMA Energy Group will be reviewing all
the Senate changes at their July
meeting. 7/18/2019

New Budget Gives FirstEnergy
Permission to Keep ‘Significantly
Excessive’ Profits
July 19, 2019

Among the thousands of law changes made by
the new state budget (HB 166) is a utility-friendly
provision that allows FirstEnergy distribution
utility companies to keep even more profit rather
than return excessive earnings to customers.
The House added the provision in its version of
the budget, and the Senate retained the
language. The OMA lobbied lawmakers in both
chambers to remove the unfair
provision. 7/18/2019

Analysis: Abundant Natural Gas
Supplies Spur Lower Electricity Costs
for Ohio
July 19, 2019

— along with expanded gas storage inventories
— have “set the market for the steep decline to
all-time lows, now trading an average of only
$25 per MWh all the way out through
2024.” 7/15/2019

Key Lawmaker: Senate ‘on Track’ to
Pass Nuclear Bailout Bill
July 12, 2019

With negotiations between Ohio’s House and
Senate holding up passage of the new two-year
budget, the nuclear bailout bill (House Bill 6) is
part of the horse-trading between the state’s big
three leaders — the governor, speaker of the
House, and Senate president. If HB 6 is
approved in present form, ratepayers will see
higher electricity costs, while Ohio’s energy
markets will suffer from market distortion and
decreased investment in new generation.
The OMA — a strong opponent of HB 6 — has
urged senators to strengthen the bill’s audit
provisions to protect ratepayers. However, that
has not been among the proposed amendments
so far. A recent column in National
Review highlights how the nuke plants’ hedge
fund owners have refused to accept an
amendment that would make the facilities open
their books and prove they are unprofitable in
order to receive subsidies. “That pretty much
says it all,” concludes author Travis Kavulla of
the R Street Institute, a free-market think tank.
This week, Sen. Steve Wilson (R-Maineville),
chair of the Senate Energy and Public Utilities
Committee, said things are “still on track” for HB
6 to be passed out of the Senate yet this
month. Hannah News Service reported that
the chairman believes Senate leadership still
supports the bill.

In energy — like all other sectors of the
economy — the free marketplace works, if
politicians allow it. That fact was proved again
last month when Ohio’s wholesale electricity
prices reached new lows before rebounding
slightly.

While there is still time, manufacturers
should contact their state legislators —
especially senators — and tell them NO on the
nuke bailout! 7/11/2019

According to analysis from OMA Connections
Partner Scioto Energy, the decline started in
June as forward prices dramatically dropped
10% and ended the month with a decline of 8%.
The experts at Scioto Energy say this is a new
era in wholesale electricity pricing for Ohio as
the abundant natural gas in the shale reserves

July 2, 2019

Nuclear Subsidy Bill Continues to
Linger in Senate
The Senate Energy and Public Utilities
Committee met over the weekend to hear more
testimony on House Bill 6, the nuclear bailout
bill, but adjourned without an up-or-down vote
on the legislation.
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The committee did, however, adopt two minor
amendments to the legislation. One amendment,
offered by committee Chair Sen. Steve
Wilson (R-Maineville), would allow the Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) to modify
its rules to ensure businesses with multiple
meters are not charged for each meter. That
change was requested by the commission to
address concerns raised by the OMA.
It was evident to Statehouse observers that the
failure to pass a new state budget — which is
supposed to be passed no later than June 30,
as required by the Ohio Constitution — was tied
to HB 6, which is the top priority of Ohio
House Speaker Larry Householder.
If HB 6 is approved in present form, ratepayers
will see higher electricity costs, while Ohio’s
energy markets will suffer costly distortion and
decreased investment in new generation.
While there is still time, manufacturers
should contact their state legislators and tell
them NO on the nuke bailout! Make your senator
your priority contact. 7/1/2019

U.S. Oil Output Tops 12M Barrels a Day
for First Time
July 2, 2019

Last Friday, a federal report showed that U.S.
crude oil production soared to new heights in
April, hitting 12.16 million barrels a day.
Booming shale production has allowed U.S. oil
output to overtake that of Saudi Arabia and
Russia, thereby helping to stabilize energy costs
for manufacturers and other businesses.
Overall, Ohio is currently the 13th leading state
for crude oil production, and the fifth largest
producer of natural gas. 7/1/2019

Senate Improves Energy Bill; Vote
Imminent
June 28, 2019

The Ohio Senate Energy and Public Utilities
Committee this week held additional hearings on
House Bill 6, the nuclear bailout legislation.
Committee Chair Steve Wilson (R-Warren
County) unveiled a new version of the bill
Wednesday afternoon. The Senate’s substitute
version of HB 6 makes a number of
improvements to the House-passed bill,
including some that were suggested by the
OMA.

Most notably, the Senate version installs
guardrails around the bailout payments to
ensure ratepayer funds are actually needed to
maintain power plant operations. For example,
unlike House language that authorized an audit
only of the “Clean Air Credit” program itself, the
Senate bill would require plant owner
FirstEnergy Solutions to “promptly and fully”
provide “any document, information, data, or
other request” from the PUCO or its advisers.
Failure to do so would result in suspension of
the subsidy.
At this week’s hearing, the OMA
provided opponent testimony since the bill
would still distort the electricity market in Ohio,
and would continue to subject manufacturers to
new costs — known and unknown — without
providing offsetting benefits. The Senate
committee is expected to vote on its version of
HB 6 today (June 28) and final passage will
likely come Saturday or Sunday.
Look for another update on HB 6 in the July 2
edition of OMA’s Leadership Briefing. 6/27/2019

OMA Leaders Testify Before Senate
Panel to Oppose Nuclear Bailout
Legislation
June 21, 2019

A panel of OMA members appeared before the
Senate Energy & Public Utilities Committee on
Tuesday, June 18, to share reasons why House
Bill 6 is bad for manufacturers.
OMA Energy Committee Chair Brad Belden,
president of Belden Brick Co. of Canton, told
senators the bill would directly increase his
company’s electricity costs. Belden said, “There
are a lot of moving parts in HB 6 and the math is
not as simple as some would have us believe.
For Belden Brick, we estimate the net direct cost
of the Clean Air Program, OVEC subsidies and
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increased capacity costs — minus the
renewable portfolio standard costs — is about
$40,000 per year, plus a lot of other blank
checks that could dwarf the cost increase I just
shared with you.”
David Johnson, CEO of Summitville Tiles in
Columbiana County, reminded lawmakers of
the importance of deregulating Ohio’s
generation segment. The former OMA chairman
noted that Ohio started the deregulation process
two decades ago, and that it has produced
upwards of $3 billion in savings per year for
Ohio’s ratepayers.
Anthony Smith, global energy coordinator
for Cooper Tire and Rubber in Findlay,
highlighted how the bill also provides subsidies
for the utility owners of two coal power plants,
including one in Indiana.
He informed senators that newly updated cost
estimates show that under HB 6, ratepayers
would be charged an additional $488 million. His
testimony included a rebuttal of several myths
espoused by bill supporters. 6/18/2019
Testifying against House Bill 6 this week were
OMA members (from left) David Johnson of
Summitville Tiles, Brad Belden of Belden Brick
Co., and Anthony Smith of Cooper Tire and
Rubber.

Analysis: HB 6 Could Boost Plants’
Profits by Over $330M Annually

The OMA has produced an independent
analysis of the nuclear plants’ potential
profitability under HB 6. Read this document to
better understand how the bill would create
multiple compensation mechanisms for these
plants; trigger special treatment of the plants’
capacity revenue; and make changes in
wholesale electricity markets to create even
more revenue.
Under the guise of “clean air,” this bill is nothing
but an audacious money grab. 6/20/2019

Take Action Now to Prevent Nuke
Bailout
June 21, 2019

We reported last week how a dark money group
known as Generation Now has continued
its advertising blitz in support of the nuclear
bailout bill, all in hopes of convincing state
senators to pass the legislation before the
summer break. It is expected the Senate could
vote soon on HB 6. The OMA remains a strong
opponent of the bill, but senators need to hear
directly from manufacturers. Call your state
senator and tell him/her that your business and
household cannot afford to provide more
subsidies to electric utilities. (Here is more
information on the bill for you to communicate
with your senator.) 6/20/2019

Poll: Nuclear Bailout Has Strong,
Bipartisan Opposition
June 21, 2019

June 21, 2019

As unbelievable as it sounds, House Bill 6 would
create windfall profits for Ohio’s two nuclear
plants by as much as $338.5 million per year —
or more than $2 billion over the six-year term of
HB 6’s “Clean Air Program.”

A new public poll released this week shows
that 7 in 10 Ohio voters are opposed to House
Bill 6, the nuclear bailout bill. The opposition is
strongly bipartisan with 73% of Republicans,
67% of Democrats, and 73% of independents
against the plan. The poll also found:

Electric ratepayers across Ohio would be left
holding the bill.
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* 88% of respondents believe that FirstEnergy
Solutions should be subject to review of their
financial records by the legislature before
another vote on the bill.
* 82% of respondents believe the bill would hurt
senior citizens and families living on fixed
incomes.
* 82% of respondents oppose allowing money
from the fund going to help bail out a plant in
Indiana.
* 62% of respondents believe new utility costs
could hurt manufacturers across the state, also
impacting jobs.

The OMA Energy Group led the legal
challenge to remove the distribution
modernization rider (DMR).
This week’s Court decision comes as
FirstEnergy continues to urge lawmakers to
include a provision in the state budget (House
Bill 166) that would allow its operating
companies to keep “significantly excessive
profits” rather than issuing refunds to more than
a million customers, including manufacturers.
Congrats to the OMA Energy Group legal team
on this week’s important legal win. 6/19/2019

Paid for by API Ohio and overseen by The
Harris Poll, the survey was conducted from June
7-12 by telephone. It has a sampling error of +/3.4%. 6/18/2019

Supreme Court Ruling Brings Big
Victory for FirstEnergy Ratepayers &
OMA Energy Group
June 21, 2019

The Supreme Court of Ohio ruled Wednesday
that customers of FirstEnergy Ohio utilities have
been overcharged by hundreds of millions of
dollars since 2017. In a 4-3 decision, the Court
said the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
(PUCO) improperly authorized the utilities to
impose surcharges for grid modernization
subsidies, and ordered the charges to be
removed immediately.
Click here for a summary of the decision.
An estimated $450 million has already been
unlawfully collected from FirstEnergy customers,
according to OMA’s energy experts ($204 million
in 2017; $168 million in 2018; and $84 million for
the first half of 2019). Under current state law,
none of this nearly half-billion dollars is
refundable to customers.
Fortunately, the foregone costs or savings
brought by this week’s legal victory is
approximately $84 million — and the Court’s
ruling prevents FirstEnergy from possibly
collecting another $336 million during 2020-21,
had PUCO approved a pending request to
extend the surcharge.

OMA Energy Counsel Kim Bojko led the efforts
on behalf of the OMA Energy Group to remove
the unlawful surcharges imposed on FirstEnergy
ratepayers.

Nuclear Bailout Debate Heats Up in
Senate
June 14, 2019

State senators this week heard testimony from
the sponsors of House Bill 6, the nuclear power
plant bailout legislation. Reps. Jamie
Callender (R-Concord) and Shane Wilkin (RHillsboro) told members of the Senate Energy
and Natural Resources Committee that HB 6
would result in cleaner air and reduced power
costs. Both senators were peppered with
questions from concerned lawmakers who
correctly exposed that the bill would do nothing
to address air pollutants and would actually
increase customer costs.
Senators on the panel were equally skeptical of
proponent witnesses who came forward in
support of handouts for nuclear power and
certain coal-fired plants. An OMA
analysis shows that the owners (hedge funds)
of the nuclear power plants stand to earn a
minimum profit of $176 million per year as a
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result of the subsidy. Interestingly, the
beneficiaries did not come forward to offer
testimony, instead relying on allies and suppliers
to make their plea.
Also this week, Generation Now — a dark
money group — has continued its advertising
blitz in support of the bailout bill in hopes of
swaying senators. It is expected that the Senate
could vote on HB 6 in the coming days. The
OMA remains a strong opponent of the bill,
but senators need to hear directly from
manufacturers who will be exposed to new
costs. Call your state senator and tell him/her
that your business and household cannot afford
HB 6. (Here is more information on the
bill.) 6/13/2019

From Your Pocket to Theirs: Nuke
Subsidies Unwarranted
June 14, 2019

She adds, “(T)he bottom line is that customers
would be forced to subsidize two nuclear plants
that are not profitable on their ow by paying
them $176 million per year.” At the same time,
the bill would “gut” the existing renewable
energy and energy efficiency
programs. 6/10/2019

PJM Modeling Shows Nuclear
Subsidies Mean Higher Net Costs for
Ratepayers
June 7, 2019

Asim Haque, an executive at PJM
Interconnection, this week presented
informational testimony before the Ohio Senate
Energy and Public Utilities Committee. PJM’s
data provides a more accurate understanding of
the new costs facing electric ratepayers
under House Bill 6, as passed by the House
last week. Moreover, PJM’s modeled scenarios
demonstrate how HB 6 will stunt new investment
in natural gas generation and increase energy
market costs.
Even though the PJM modeling examined only
the wholesale market — and not the increased
costs spurred by changes to the capacity
auction — it still shows that ratepayers would
experience a net increase in electricity costs due
to the subsidies proposed by the nuclear bailout
legislation.

The House-passed plan to create ratepayerfunded subsidies for Ohio’s nuclear power plants
(House Bill 6) will discourage independent
power plant developers from building new
electricity generation in the Buckeye State,
despite the ongoing shale boom. That’s
according to new analysis by energy expert
Susanne Buckley, managing partner at Scioto
Energy, an OMA Connections Partner.
Buckley says that HB 6 tells potential developers
who are considering Ohio: “Beware! The playing
field is not level. Participate at your own risk as
we favor your competition.”

A spokesperson for Ohio’s residential consumer
advocate, the Office of the Ohio Consumers’
Counsel, interpreted PJM’s data by saying,
“Consumers in the region would save more than
$1.5 billion in 2023 alone if the nuclear plants in
Ohio and Pennsylvania are shut down and
expected new, efficient power plants are built.
PJM’s findings for consumer savings from power
plant competition confirm that a competitive
generation market is better for millions of Ohio
consumers (as opposed to) charging them for
bailouts and subsidies under HB 6.” 6/6/2019
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Energy Legislation
Prepared by: The Ohio Manufacturers' Association
Report created on August 27, 2019

HB6

CLEAN AIR PROGRAM (CALLENDER J, WILKIN S) To create the Ohio Clean Air
Program, to facilitate and encourage electricity production and use from clean air
resources, and to proactively engage the buying power of consumers in this state for the
purpose of improving air quality in this state.
Current Status: 7/23/2019 - SIGNED BY GOVERNOR; Eff. 10/22/19
State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislationsummary?id=GA133-HB-6

HB20

SOLAR PANEL LIMITATIONS (BLESSING III L) To prohibit condominium, homeowners,
and neighborhood associations from imposing unreasonable limitations on the installation
of solar collector systems on the roof or exterior walls of improvements.
Current Status: 6/26/2019 - House State and Local Government, (First Hearing)
State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislationsummary?id=GA133-HB-20

HB55

OIL AND GAS WELL ROYALTY STATEMENTS (CERA J) To require the owner of an oil
or gas well to provide a royalty statement to the royalty interest holder when the owner
makes payment to the holder.
Current Status: 2/26/2019 - House Energy and Natural Resources, (First
Hearing)
State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislationsummary?id=GA133-HB-55

HB94

LAKE ERIE DRILLING (SKINDELL M) To ban the taking or removal of oil or natural gas
from and under the bed of Lake Erie.
Current Status: 3/5/2019 - Referred to Committee House Energy and Natural
Resources
State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislationsummary?id=GA133-HB-94

HB95

BRINE-CONVERSION OF WELLS (SKINDELL M) To alter the Oil and Gas Law with
respect to brine and the conversion of wells.
Current Status: 3/5/2019 - Referred to Committee House Energy and Natural
Resources
State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislationsummary?id=GA133-HB-95

HB104

NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT (STEIN D) To enact the Advanced Nuclear Technology
Helping Energize Mankind (ANTHEM) Act by establishing the Ohio Nuclear Development
Authority and the Ohio Nuclear Development Consortium and authorizing tax credits for
investments therein.
Current Status: 6/18/2019 - House Energy and Natural Resources, (First
Hearing)
State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislationsummary?id=GA133-HB-104

HB223

WIND SETBACKS (STRAHORN F, SKINDELL M) To alter the minimum setback
requirement for wind farms of five or more megawatts.
Current Status: 5/8/2019 - Referred to Committee House Public Utilities
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State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislation-

summary?id=GA133-HB-223
HB245

PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION TIMELINES (SMITH J) To remove the current deadlines
by which an owner or lessee of a qualified energy project must apply for a property tax
exemption.
Current Status: 5/21/2019 - Referred to Committee House Energy and Natural
Resources
State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislationsummary?id=GA133-HB-245

HB246

PUCO/OCC REFORM (VITALE N) To reform and modernize the Public Utilities
Commission and the Consumers' Counsel.
Current Status: 5/21/2019 - Referred to Committee House Public Utilities
State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislationsummary?id=GA133-HB-246

HB247

RETAIL ELECTRIC SERVICE LAW (STEIN D) Regarding the competitive retail electric
service law.
Current Status: 6/19/2019 - House Public Utilities, (First Hearing)
State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislationsummary?id=GA133-HB-247

HB260

CLEAN ENERGY JOBS (DENSON S, WEINSTEIN C) To maintain operations of certified
clean air resources, establish the Ohio generation and jobs incentive program and the
energy performance and waste reduction program, and make changes regarding wind
turbine siting.
Current Status: 5/28/2019 - Referred to Committee House Energy and Natural
Resources
State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislationsummary?id=GA133-HB-260

SB86

UTILITY SERVICE RESELLERS (MAHARATH T) To regulate certain resellers of utility
service.
Current Status: 3/12/2019 - Referred to Committee Senate Energy and Public
Utilities
State Bill Page: https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislationsummary?id=GA133-SB-86
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RunnerStone, LLC
3709 N. High Street, Suite 100, Columbus, OH 43214
614.268.4263

MEMORANDUM
Date: August 20, 2019
To:

The Ohio Manufacturers’ Association

From: John Seryak, PE and Jordan Nader (RunnerStone, LLC)
RE:

Amended Substitute House Bill 6 and the Nuclear and Renewable Generation Funds –
Impact to Manufacturers

Amended Substitute House Bill No. 6 (H.B. 6)
was recently signed into Ohio law. H.B. 6
significantly reworks Ohio’s electricity policy in
a way that substantially affects manufacturers.
OMA energy counsel Kim Bojko has separately
provided a legal analysis on what H.B. 6 does,
and how it works.
In summary, H.B. 6 creates a $150 million
annual fund for nuclear power plants, a $20
million annual fund for select solar power
plants, extends a “power purchase agreement”
for legacy, uneconomical coal plants in Indiana
and Ohio that currently cost Ohioans tens of
millions of dollars, defunds Ohio’s competitive
renewable portfolio standard, effectively
eliminates Ohio’s energy efficiency standards on
investor-owned utilities, creates a mechanism
for utility-backed renewable energy projects, and
jeopardizes Ohio’s participation in competitive
wholesale electricity markets.
These changes in Ohio’s electricity policy
negatively impact three issues of interest to
Ohio’s manufacturers: cost, competition, and
carbon-dioxide emissions.

Impact of H.B. 6
 $150 million/year in new subsidies for
nuclear power, from 2021 through 2026
 Extends subsidies for legacy, uneconomic
coal plants in Indiana and Ohio, which
cost Ohio tens of millions of dollars each
year through 2030
 $20 million/year for select solar power
projects, from 2021 through 2026
 Likely removes significant portions of
Ohio generation and consumer load from
competitive wholesale capacity auctions
 Likely to increase capacity prices
 Effectively eliminates renewable energy
standards
 Utility efficiency programs
o Continue through 2020
o Mandate effectively eliminated starting
in 2021
o Subject to mercantile customer optout in 2020
 Creates reasonable arrangement
mechanisms for trade-exposed industrial
manufacturers

Cost
H.B. 6 creates a net increase in customer costs,
including
the
potential
to
increase
manufacturers’ electricity bills. First, and most
obviously, H.B. 6 creates new customer charges
Page 1
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for the Nuclear Generation Fund and Renewable Generation Fund - $10.20 per year for residential
customers, $28,800 /year for large consumers who use over 45 million kWh per year, and a charge
to be determined later by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio for other commercial and
industrial businesses1. Ohio’s four investor-owned utilities will be required to collect the combined
$170 million per year for the Nuclear Generation Fund and Renewable Generation Fund. Because
residential customers and large consumers have prescribed, capped charges, all remaining revenue
must be collected from small and mid-sized commercial and industrial businesses.
Second, H.B. 6 extends a subsidy for the Ohio Valley Electric Corporation (OVEC) through 2030.
OVEC owns two legacy, uneconomical power plants, Clifty Creek in Indiana and Kyger Creek in
Ohio. The OVEC subsidy currently collects tens of millions of dollars each year from customers of
AEP Ohio, Duke, and DP&L. FirstEnergy customers would receive new charges to subsidize
OVEC.
Third, H.B. 6 reduces Ohio’s Renewable Portfolio Standard from 12.5% by 2026, to 8.5%. It also
eliminates a 0.5% by 2026 carve-out for solar energy projects, and creates a large-user opt-out of the
compliance. The Renewable Portfolio Standard requires retail electric suppliers and electric
distribution utilities to procure this percentage of their supply from renewable energy, and is
currently at a 5.5% requirement in 2019. For context, we estimate that the renewable standards cost
about $40 million in 20172, and around $60 million in 20193.
Fourth, H.B. 6 directs the PUCO to authorize new power purchase agreements (PPA) for utility
renewable energy and customer-sited renewable energy for 3-year terms or longer. The private
market currently provides 3-year or greater terms for PPAs to customers who are seeking such
projects.
Longer term, H.B. 6 will have an impact on wholesale electricity markets, and the impact could be
severe and costly to manufacturers. The exact cost is still elusive. This is because of a domino-effect
of state-level nuclear power plant subsidies has left the regional grid operator, PJM, without a
FERC-approved capacity auction construct. Based on recommendations from FERC, electricity
generators receiving funds from the Nuclear Generation Fund, or via a PPA, would be subject to a
“bifurcated” capacity auction, in which the state of Ohio would likely set capacity prices for these
power plants instead of PJM, and this potentially higher price would be flowed through to Ohioans.
On energy efficiency, the requirement for a utility to run an efficiency program is effectively
eliminated, allowing utility run efficiency programs through 2020. Additionally, a “mercantile optout” of the efficiency programs would be enacted in 2020, wherein any customer that consumes
over 700,000 kWh/year will be allowed to opt-out of paying into the efficiency programs, but will
then not be allowed to receive financial assistance from the programs. While there is no allowance in
1

Previous versions of H.B. 6 prescribed charges of $180 per year per meter for commercial customers, and $3,000 per year per meter for industrial
customers. The per-account rate structure created issues for manufacturers that have multiple electric meters. It is not clear if the PUCO will adopt a
rate structure similar to previous versions of H.B. 6, or something completely different.
2 Renewable Portfolio Standard Report to the General Assembly by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio for the 2017 Compliance Year.
3 Pro-rated from 2017’s RPS benchmark to the 2019 RPS benchmark. Costs would increase to $142 million by 2026 at 2017 prices, though could be
held in check if renewable energy credit prices fall.
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H.B. 6 for utilities to continue offering energy-efficiency program, it does not expressly prohibit
offering efficiency programs either. For context, during a previous legislative “freeze” of efficiency
program requirements in 2015-16, AEP Ohio, Duke, and DP&L continued their programs, while
FirstEnergy suspended theirs. In testimony on the original H.B. 6, AEP Ohio, Duke, and DP&L
have all expressed interest in operating energy-efficiency programs. Manufacturers should note that
there is sharp disagreement over whether efficiency programs represent a cost, or a net benefit, to
customers.
Competition
H.B. 6 significantly erodes competition in electricity markets by subsidizing old nuclear and fossil
fuel power plants, and favoring specific renewable energy projects over others. H.B. 6 creates
subsidies for older generating technologies that have already received cost-recovery from Ohio’s
ratepayers several times, are unable to compete in the wholesale electricity markets, and are
announced for retirement.
Put another way, H.B. 6 creates subsidies to reverse the competitive electricity market formation
that Ohio has supported for 20 years. This is serious - competitive electricity markets save Ohio’s
manufacturers, businesses, and residents around $3 billion per year4.
Carbon
H.B. 6 no longer explicitly discusses reduction in carbon or other emissions as objectives. However,
purported environmental benefits have been used to justify H.B. 6. When considering carbon
emissions, it is important to note several trends:
 Many global manufacturers and their supply chains are adopting greenhouse gas reduction
goals, energy reduction goals, or renewable energy supply goals. Thus, the carbon intensity
of the regional electric grid is important to a growing number of manufacturers. The carbon
intensity of the electric grid counts towards a manufacturer’s internal accounting of Scope 2
emissions and thus impacts a manufacturer’s ability to meet their own corporate emissions
reductions goals.
 The US has canceled implementation of the Clean Power Plan, and announced withdrawal
from the global Paris Treaty. As a result, there is thus no current federal carbon emissions
policy for electricity generation.
 States that have created their own carbon reduction policy for the electricity sector often join
regional carbon markets to reduce costs, such as the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative
comprised of mid-Atlantic and New England states.
 Competitive wholesale electricity markets produce efficiencies of several types, lowering not
just cost but carbon emission as well, as producers reduce waste in order to stay competitive.
4 “Electricity Customer Choice in Ohio: How Competition Has Outperformed Traditional Monopoly Regulation”, Thomas, A., Bowen, W., Hill, E.,
Kanter, A., Lim, T. https://engagedscholarship.csuohio.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2420&context=urban_facpub
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Thus, maintaining competitive markets is an important aspect of reducing wastes and
improving efficiencies, as supported by multiple academic studies5.
 Ohio’s existing diverse electricity generation mix is keeping costs low, as well as reducing
emissions by 38% from 2005 levels6. This lower carbon transformation has occurred in a
competitive wholesale electricity market.
In light of these trends, a state policy intended to cost-effectively reduce carbon dioxide emissions
from the electric sector would likely have the following components:
 Preserve competitive electricity markets.
 Develop a carbon market, typically with regional partners and a fluctuating price.
 Allow broad competition for carbon credits that is technology neutral, and would include
nuclear, large scale renewable energy, smaller scale renewable energy, behind-the-meter
generation, and energy efficiency.
H.B. 6 does none of this, and in fact, subsidizes uneconomical coal plants. It could impair Ohio’s
already successful trend of reducing carbon-dioxide emissions in several ways. First, it erodes
competitive electricity markets by introducing subsidies for specific technologies and plants. Even
zero-carbon nuclear plants are shown to reduce more emissions when they are in competitive
markets7. Second, H.B. 6 creates subsidies for the OVEC coal plants. Third, H.B. 6 eliminates
support for renewable energy technologies and their significant associated emissions reductions.
In conclusion, H.B. 6 is a major reworking of Ohio’s energy policy, and could result in significantly
higher electricity prices for Ohio’s manufacturers, would erode functioning electricity markets, and
could even increase Ohio’s carbon-dioxide and other emissions from the electricity sector.
5

Cicala, Steve. 2015. "When Does Regulation Distort Costs? Lessons from Fuel Procurement in US Electricity Generation." American Economic
Review, 105 (1): 411-44
Fabrizio, Kira, R., Nancy L. Rose, and Catherine D. Wolfram. 2007. "Do Markets Reduce Costs? Assessing the Impact of Regulatory Restructuring on
US Electric Generation Efficiency." American Economic Review, 97 (4): 1250-1277.
Craig, J. Dean, and Savage, S., 2013, “Market Restructuring, Competition and the Efficiency of Electricity Generation: Plant-level Evidence from the
United States 1996 to 2006”, The Energy Journal, 34 (1): 1-31
6

Ohio EPA letter to the US Environmental Protection Agency, Oct. 30th, 2018, Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2017-0355

Davis, L., Wolfram, C., 2012. “Deregulation, Consolidation, and Efficiency: Evidence from US Nuclear Power,” American Economic Journal:
Applied Economics, American Economic Association, vol. 4(4), pages 194-225, October.
7
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Summary of Major Concerns
Senate Substitute HB 6
Updated 7/22/19
Unknown and New Costs
1. There are many unknown costs and rate design issues that are left to the
PUCO’s discretion to decide at some point in the future, especially for the nonresidential classes.
2. Parties will have to litigate all of the unknown cost allocation and rate design
issues and there could be cost shifting between all classes, especially the small
to large commercial customers (certain costs are defined only for the residential
class and the very large, self-assessor class).
3. New costs are created by the bill, including lost distribution revenue for new rate
schedules, costs associated with existing renewable purchase power agreements,
revenues associated with energy efficiency programs and lost distribution, and
costs associated with old coal plants in Ohio and Indiana ($488 million in
additional costs).
Need for Nuclear Subsidies
1. Although requirements were added to the application process for the nuclear
facilities to submit financial information, OAQDA does not have to consider the
financials. Sec. 3706.41. Instead OAQDA is required to certify the facility
regardless of what the financials reveal. Sec. 3706.43.
2. While it appears that a demonstration of need is required, it is not. It only requires
information to be included in an application. It does not require OAQDA to make a
need determination prior to approving the nuclear resource as a qualifying facility
and giving credits.
3. Sec 3706.43 needs to be changed to be a requirement to demonstrate need prior
to becoming certified, not merely an illusory requirement to provide information
about a resource’s need in its application.
4. All info provided in an application is deemed confidential. So no transparency of
“need.” Sec. 3706.431.
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Monthly Clean Air Charge
1. For non-residential customers that are not self-assessors, no set monthly clean air
charge is established, and it is unclear whether the charge will be on a percustomer or per-meter basis. Therefore, many commercial customers could end
up paying a large monthly fee on a per-meter basis. It is an unknown cost.
2. Utilities in the aggregate must set a charge that generates $150M statewide
annually for nuclear credits and $20M statewide annually for renewable credits
(total cost to customers annually = $170M).
3. Charge is reconciled annually. Clean air credit charge may continue beyond
12/31/26 for reconciliation purposes. Sec. 3706.46.
4. PUCO determines allocation between utilities and customer classes. Therefore,
costs unknown.
5. Changed to per-customer monthly charge (at least for these 2 classes) and is
capped for 2 customer classes:
a. Residential = $.85
b. Industrial self-assessors = $2,400.
c. Other Non-Residential = No Cap—just says the level and design shall be
established by PUCO in a manner that avoids abrupt or excessive total net
bill impacts for typical customers. All commercial customers that are not
the very large industrial customers pay the remaining revenue requirement.
Looks like they could pay the bulk of the $170M. Does not say that this
charge is assessed on a per-customer basis for majority of commercial
customers.
“Audit”
1. No audit—it is called a PUCO retrospective management and financial review of
the owner or operator of a resource and any resource that receives credits. This
is paid by the fund (Sec. 3706.53 designates monies from the $170M t to pay it).
Sec. 3706.61.
2. No stakeholder process. Explicitly excludes the review from PUCO hearing
process. No due process. No transparency. The provision has been diluted by
not calling it an audit and no due process was added.
3. If overpay, no refunds. It is a retrospective review that can only make prospective
changes--any reductions are prospective only. Sec. 3706.61.
4. PUCO produces same report and will now make it public but no confidential data
will be revealed. It will be a high-level summary report.
5. Adds back in concept of Strike Price and a reduction to nuclear credit if Market
Price greater than Strike Price (not a genuine customer protection).
a. Market Price index = (projected energy prices using futures contracts for
PJM AEP-Dayton hub + projected capacity prices using PJM's rest-of-RTO
market clearing price)
b. Strike Price = $46/mwh
2
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c. In order for there to be a reduction in the Clean Air Credit, the Market Price
has to be greater than the Strike Price. The current market prices are low
(in the low $30/mwh range) so it is unlikely that the Market Price index will
go over $46/mwh in the foreseeable future.
6. Ability to decertify resource if need not determined through review was removed.
7. OAQDA may reduce or cease credits on a going forward basis if:
a. FERC or Nuclear Commission has established other incentive to continue
operations,
b. 3706.43 is not met (but these are really just application requirements so
only required to provide certain information in the resource’s application),
c. owner applied to decommission resource before 5/1/26,
d. if Market Price exceeds Strike Price on the first day of June in the year when
report is submitted then credit price adjustment is applied.
8. Specifically states that info given to PUCO by resource owners are not deemed
public records and not subject to public records request. Sec. 3706.65.
OVEC
1. Added definition of prudently incurred costs related to legacy generation resource
(this includes OVEC + possibly others?).
2. Recovery of costs incurred due to bankruptcy proceedings (i.e., FES’ share of
OVEC) are considered prudent. Sec 4928.01(A)(42).
3. Revises existing OVEC recovery riders to statewide recovery of costs through
2030 with final reconciliation and recovery of all costs “that exist at that time.”
Therefore, all costs that have been incurred but not collected (over the caps) will
be due on 12/31/30. This will be a large balloon payment due on 12/31/30, which
will negatively impact customers.
4. The bill expands current OVEC recovery to all customers and expands recovery
time period through 2030, subject to final reconciliation (currently, AEP’s recovery
is through 2024, Duke’s is through 2025, and DP&L’s is through 2023). Sec.
4928.148. Adds approximately $488 million in costs to customers.
5. FirstEnergy customers will now pay the OVEC rider. This will be a new cost for
FirstEnergy customers.
6. Prudence review for OVEC recovery is only every 3 years. Therefore, utilities will
keep customer money that is over collected or that is deemed to be imprudent or
unreasonable for 3 years until the next review.
7. PUCO to determine rate design for the recovery of OVEC costs in the future.
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8. Establishes caps on the monthly charge or credit (including deferrals):
a. Res = $1.50 per customer per month
b. Non-res = PUCO shall establish comparable monthly caps for each class at
or below $1,500 per customer.
9. Anything over the cap is deferred and shall be recovered as determined by the
PUCO and subject to monthly caps until 12/31/30 when all costs deferred must be
paid to the utilities. Again, this will be a large, unknown cost due on 12/31/30. The
provision is silent as to whether interest may be also collected on the amount
deferred. Sec. 4928.148(A)(2).
10. Given that FirstEnergy does not own OVEC, there is an added provision that says
that the PUCO shall determine the manner in which charges collected under this
section should be remitted.
Decoupling Mechanism
1. Creates new costs through a new rider by implementing a decoupling mechanism
that decouples the base distribution rates for residential and commercial
customers to the base distribution revenue AND revenue resulting from
implementation of the EE statute (excluding program costs and shared savings)
as of the 12-month period ending December 31, 2018. Sec. 4928.471.
2. The new rider will remain in effect indefinitely, until the utility applies for and
receives approval of its next distribution rate case.
3. Excludes any utility from receiving a decoupling mechanism if the utility recently
had a base distribution rate case and new rates became effective between
December 31, 2018 and the effective date of the bill (e.g., Duke).
RPS
1. Reduced the amount of renewables required each year from 2020 through 2025,
but expanded the renewable requirement until the end of 2026. Sec. 4928.64.
2. Allows recovery for existing long-term renewable purchase power agreements for
RPS compliance through 12/31/32. The bill changed it to a guarantee recovery
through 12/31/32, regardless as to whether the utility is still incurring costs and
regardless of whether the costs are prudent. This could add new costs that would
have otherwise ended. Sec. 4928.641.
3. In 2020, the PUCO is required to reduce the compliance baselines with the RPS
by the amount of kwhs produced by the 5 solar projects that qualify to receive the
clean air credit. This will significantly reduce the baselines when those projects are
operating. Sec. 4928.642.
4. Retains language to further reduce the RPS and EE compliance baselines by selfassessing mercantile customers’ load. Sec. 4928.644.
5. Any renewable project that receives the clean air credit cannot also sell its RECs.
4
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EE
1. Modifies the EE standards to be an additional one percent of the baseline for years
2019-2020. Sec. 4928.66.
2. Extends all EDU EE programs to 12/31/20, but then terminates them on that date.
3. For extended programs, increases the existing EE budget for the utility to the
annual average of all budgets that its EE program has been in effect. This creates
new, unknown costs.
4. PUCO will calculate cumulative energy savings collectively achieved by all EDUs
in the state as of 12/31/20 to determine if 17.5% of the baseline has been achieved.
If not achieved, then PUCO will determine how further EE programs shall occur.
Sec. 4928.66.
5. Cost recovery mechanisms shall terminate upon the date that the PUCO
determines full compliance has been achieved subject to final reconciliation. Thus,
future EE costs unknown and will be determined later by the PUCO.
6. Removed Sec. 4928.143 revised language that required cost recovery approved
for EE programs and deferrals related to EE programs to be only for reasonable
and prudently incurred costs.

5
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ELEVEN MYTHS SURROUNDING SUB HOUSE
BILL 6 (AS PASSED BY THE SENATE)
(This document was updated July 22, 2019.)

There are numerous myths surrounding Ohio ’s legislation to bail out
uneconomical nuclear power plants. Here are the top 11 myths – and the facts
to set the record straight.
MYTH 1: SUB HB 6 IS ALL ABOUT CLEAN AIR – AND NOT A NUCLEAR BAILOUT FOR
FIRSTENERGY SOLUTIONS.
FACT: THE BILL CANNOT BE MISTAKEN FOR ANYTHING OTHER THAN A BAILOUT.
• Sub HB 6 provides a Clean Air Credit to nuclear facilities ($9.00 per MWh of generation) (Sec. 3706.45 and 3706.46)
in the amount of $150 million annually. FirstEnergy already received subsides for its generation plants during the
transition to a competitive market in the amount of $6.9 billion. Sub HB 6 creates additional subsidies for two Ohio
nuclear facilities that are currently in bankruptcy. After bankruptcy, it is estimated that the two Ohio nuclear facilities
will become just as profitable as the other nuclear facilities that operate at a profit. (See table below.) Poor debt
management should not be rewarded in the form of a corporate bailout.

Nuclear unit forward annual surplus (shortfall) ($ in millions)
Surplus (Shortfall) ($ in millions)
2019

2020

2021

Beaver Valley

$134.3

$93.5

$84.7

Braidwood

$106.4

$80.3

$51.7

Byron

$104.3

$78.6

$50.6

Calvert Cliffs

$131.0

$99.0

$89.3

Cook

$95.8

$48.4

$41.9

($26.9)

($47.8)

($45.6)

$97.3

$76.4

$53.8

Hope Creek

$57.9

$52.0

$43.3

LaSalle

$103.5

$78.0

$50.2

Limerick

$112.2

$100.5

$83.8

North Anna

$138.6

$99.3

$90.0

Davis Besse
Dresden

Peach Bottom

$113.4

$101.5

$84.1

Perry

($22.6)

($49.6)

($47.8)

Quad Cities

$61.3

$42.2

$20.9

Salem

$114.6

$102.8

$85.5

Surry

$120.5

$85.6

$77.6

Susquehanna

$77.7

$37.4

$28.2

($56.9)

($69.6)

($72.3)

Three Mile Island

Source: PJM 2018 State of the Market, Table 7-42, at page 352 of Volume II

• The latest version of Sub HB 6 also provides subsidies to five large solar facilities in the amount of $20 million annually
and to the Ohio utilities for their direct or indirect ownership in old coal-generating plants, Ohio Valley Electric Corporation
(OVEC), which includes one plant in Indiana and will cost customers over $488 million more than current charges.
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MYTH 2: SUB HB 6 WILL REDUCE COSTS.
FACT: SUB HB 6 WILL NOT REDUCE COSTS – IT ACTUALLY CREATES NEW COSTS.
• Sub HB 6 creates the Clean Air Charge that will collect $170 million annually from customers in new charges.
• Sub HB 6 expands the existing OVEC rider through December 31, 2030 and to include costs associated with
FirstEnergy’s share for the OVEC plants, adding over $488 million in costs to customers’ bills. The charge will now be
assessed to FirstEnergy customers, adding new costs to those customers.
• Sub HB 6 does not eliminate energy efficiency (EE) costs. The bill continues the existing EE programs through
December 31, 2020 with increased budgets, and could possibly continue EE programs beyond 2020. Allows costs
associated with those programs to be collected from customers beyond December 31, 2020 if the EE programs
continue and/or to reconcile cost recovery of the programs (Sec. 4928.66(F)).
• Sub HB 6 creates a new rider (decoupling mechanism) that will continue to collect certain EE costs and may add
new costs (Sec. 4928.471). The new rider will continue until the utility’s next base distribution rate case. The utility
can collect the revenues it received for the 12 months ending December 31, 2018, associated with implementing EE
programs, which includes lost distribution revenues. The rider appears to apply to commercial customers that opted
out of paying the EE costs pursuant to R.C. 4928.6611, thereby increasing some opt-out customers’ bills.
• Sub HB 6 will increase wholesale capacity prices by eliminating EE mandates that help suppress capacity prices.
Also, Sub HB 6 erodes competition in electricity markets by subsidizing certain generating facilities at the expense of
others, thereby increasing costs to customers.

MYTH 3: MANUFACTURERS CAN GET THE CLEAN AIR CREDITS OR OTHER FUNDS.
FACT: THAT’S JUST NOT GOING TO HAPPEN.
• The latest version of the bill clearly defines a Clean Air Resource as nuclear or solar facilities that are interconnected to
PJM,and that are major utility facilities certified by the Ohio Power Siting Board prior to June 1, 2019, and the bill only
provides for funding to Clean Air Resources (Sec. 3706.40). Therefore, manufacturers will not receive any monies from
the Clean Air Fund.

MYTH 4: MANUFACTURES WILL BE EXEMPTED FROM PAYING THE CLEAN AIR FEES.
FACT: MANUFACTURERS WILL NOT BE EXEMPTED.
• There are no longer any provisions in the bill that would exempt a manufacturer from paying the Clean Air Fees.
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MYTH 5: COST TO MANUFACTURERS IS MINIMAL.
FACT: MANUFACTURERS’ COSTS COULD INCREASE SUBSTANTIALLY.
• The monthly charge to the majority of commercial customers to fund the Clean Air Fund is unknown and undefined
as to whether it will be collected on a per-account or per-customer basis or whether it will be a flat monthly charge
or a kwh charge (Sec. 3706.46). Typically, utilities assign an account to each meter belonging to a customer;
manufactuerers frequently have more than one meter. Thus, a large manufacturer with three accounts could be
assessed multiple charges based on consumption.

MYTH 6: SUB HB 6 CREATES DIVERSITY OF GENERATING RESOURCES.
FACT: THE BILL REMOVES INCENTIVES TO INVEST IN A BROADER
ENERGY PORTFOLIO.
• If two Ohio nuclear plants, five solar facilities, and two old coal plants (one in Ohio and one in Indiana) receive
subsidies and other resources do not receive subsidies, the four subsidized plants will likely be able to be dispatched
by PJM, replacing other resources, which could include coal plants that recently invested to add scrubbers and
emission control equipment. Unfairly subsidizing certain plants at the expense of all others may enable those
subsidized plants to remain in the diversity mix, but could cause other resources to be eliminated from the mix.

MYTH 7: SUB HB 6 PROHIBITS GENERATING FACILITIES FROM RECEIVING MULTIPLE
GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES.
FACT: UNDER THE BILL, GENERATORS COULD GET MANY GOVERNMENT
SUBSIDIES.
• Sub HB 6 does not prohibit a facility from receiving multiple government subsidies. It does not specifically prohibit
resources from receiving one or more state, federal, or municipal subsidies, or local tax abatements, and only permits,
not requires, the Ohio Air Quality Development Authority to cease or r educe payments to nuclear facilities if FERC or
NRC establish a monetary benefit or incentive payment to continue commercial operation of the plants. Moreover, Sub
HB 6 allows a Clean Air Resource to receive a Clean Air Credit, while also allowing for increased capacity payments from
PJM that could be triggered by Sub HB 6 (Sec. 3706.61).

MYTH 8: SUB HB 6 SWAPS MANDATES – OHIO’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND RENEWABLE
PORTFOLIO STANDARDS ARE REPLACED BY A CLEAN AIR FUND.
FACT: MANUFACTURERS COULD GET STUCK PAYING FOR MULTIPLE MANDATES.
• Sub HB 6 does not simply eliminate EE costs and replace with a lower Clean Air Fee. Rather, Sub HB 6 continues to
collect costs associated with existing EE programs through December 31, 2020 and possibly beyond 2020, allows
the utilities to collect costs and incentives associated with expanding collection of OVEC, and will assess other new
charges to customers, including customers that opted out of EE programs (see Myth #2). Additionally, Sub HB 6 does
not just affect the EE and Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) mandates. Sub HB 6 modifies the ratemaking statutes
enacted to effectuate deregulation and allows utilities to add new above-market charges to customers’ bills through
their Electric Security Plans (ESPs). Sub HB 6 creates a mechanism for distribution utilities to re-enter the generation
market, creating bad energy policies. Sub HB 6 is a step backwards for Ohio.
33 N. High Street, 6th Floor, Columbus, OH 43215 • (800) 662-4463 • www.ohiomfg.com • oma@ohiomfg.com
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MYTH 9: SUB HB 6 REDUCES EMISSIONS IN OHIO.
FACT: THE CURRENT SYSTEM IS WORKING; SUB HB 6 COULD THWART
OHIO’S PROGRESS.
• Ohio’s existing diverse electricity generation mix has already reduced emissions by 38 percent from 2005 levels. This
lower carbon transformation has occurred in a competitive wholesale electricity market. Subsidizing older plants,
including two coal plants, with older technologies that may otherwise retire and make way for newer technologies
could result in increased carbon-dioxide emissions in Ohio.

MYTH 10: SUB HB 6 SUBSIDIES FOR OHIO VALLEY ELECTRIC CORPORATION (OVEC)
ARE INSIGNIFICANT.
FACT: THE NEW OVEC SUBSIDY WILL COST OHIO FAMILIES AND BUSINESSES
AT LEAST AN ADDITIONAL $488 MILLION THROUGH 2030.
• Total costs to Ohio ratepayers for OVEC under approved ESPs are approximately $79 million per year.
• The modified OVEC subsidy will expand the duration of the current non-bypassable, above-market charges on
customers’ electric bills, will include costs associated with FirstEnergy’s share of OVEC, and will be expanded to
assess the charge on FirstEnergy’s customers.(Sec. 4928.148).
• AEP Ohio will recover roughly $38 million per year from customers under the approved ESP through May 31, 2024.
Sub HB 6 would allow the company to recover an additional $247 million between June 2024 and December 2030.
• Duke Energy Ohio will recover roughly $32 million per year from customers under the approved ESP through May 31,
2025. Sub HB 6 would allow the company to recover an additional $176 million between June 2025 and December 2030.
• The Dayton Power and Light Company will recover roughly $9 million per year from customers under the approved
ESP through November 1, 2023. Sub HB 6 would allow the company to recover an additional $65 million between
November 2023 and December 2030.
• Although the OVEC charge will be capped monthly through December 21, 2030, the charge is subject to final
reconciliation on December 31, 2030, at which time customers will be responsible to pay all costs that have been
deferred and that are due. Customers could be on the hook for a large lump sum payment on December 31, 2030
(Sec. 4928.148(A)(3)).

MYTH #11: SUB HB 6 SUPPORTS ONLY OHIO FACILITIES.
FACT: SUB HB6 WILL GIVE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO AN INDIANA COAL PLANT.
• The bill does NOT require that the Legacy Generation Resources (OVEC) be in the state of Ohio to receive subsidies
under Sub HB 6 (Sec. 4928.01(A)(41); 4928.148). One OVEC unit partially owned by the Ohio distribution utilities that
will receive customer-funded subsidies from Ohioans under Sub HB 6 is in Indiana.
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Summary of Improvements
Senate Substitute HB 6
Through OMA’s (and others’) advocacy efforts, key improvements were achieved from the originally
introduced HB 6 bill. To highlight the effectiveness of the opposition, the following are some of the
improvements realized:
Clean Air Subsidy:
1.

Reduced the overall Clean Air subsidy from $300M to $170M per year.

2.

Reduced the credit provided to resources from $9.25 to $9.00.

3.

Limited the applicability of the Clean Air subsidy to two Ohio nuclear facilities and 5 Ohio solar
facilities.

4.

Included a sunset date on the customer charge (April 2021 through January 2028).

5.

Modified charge from a ‘per meter’ to a ‘per customer’ charge for at least two classes of
customers.

6.

Implemented a cap on the level of the charge collected from customers for certain classes of
customers.

7.

Added reduction or elimination of nuclear credits under certain circumstances.

8.

Added a customer refund provision for any over collection of the Clean Air charges (monies
remaining in the Clean Air Fund at the end of the program).

Certification/Review:
9.

Added requirement for the nuclear facilities to produce financials to OAQDA.

10.

Implemented a financial review of the resource owners and the resources that receive credits.

Decoupling Mechanism:
11.

Modified the decoupling mechanism that decouples base distribution rates to the 2018 base
distribution revenues and revenues resulting from energy efficiency programs to exclude shared
savings incentives and energy efficiency program costs and prohibit double recovery.

12.

Modified the decoupling mechanism to prohibit a utility that had a rate decrease after 2018 to be
able to obtain the 2018 level of rates, which would be an increase in distribution rates.

Other Costs:
13.

Reduced the number and types of additional costs that can be passed on to customers.

14.

Eliminated broad renewable Purchase Power Programs paid for by all customers.

15.

Eliminated a newly created reasonable arrangement provision for only a certain type of customer.

16.

Eliminated newly created future energy efficiency programs at PUCO.

17.

Delayed commencement of the Clean Air charge to eliminate the overlap with current energy
efficiency costs (eliminated the likelihood of bills increasing).

18.

Expanded mercantile opt-out of the energy efficiency programs.
Updated 8/27/19
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MEMORANDUM
Date:

August 19, 2019

To:

The Ohio Manufacturers’ Association

From: Jordan Nader & John Seryak, PE (RunnerStone, LLC)
RE:

FirstEnergy Solutions Corp. Recommended Changes to Wholesale Electricity Markets to Address
Power Plant Subsidies

On October 2, 2018, FirstEnergy Solutions (FES)
filed initial comments in a Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) proceeding1 seeking to
determine how best to address out-of-market
revenues allocated to generators by states. FES’s
comments are of particular interest to Ohio’s
manufacturers, as the Amended Substitute House Bill
(Sub. H.B.) 6 was recently signed into Ohio law
would create just this – out-of-market revenues for
FES’ nuclear plants and other power plants. H.B. 6, if
enacted, would trigger FERC’s forthcoming capacity
market rules on subsidized generation for Ohio.
Generally, the question at FERC is how, if at all,
PJM’s market rules should accommodate state policy
decisions relating to generation. If resources that
receive out-of-market subsidies from state policy
decisions are allowed to participate in the PJM’s
market without proper safeguards, it will result in the
exercise of market power and inefficient market
outcomes for Ohio’s manufacturers. FERC2 has
suggested that they would like to solve this issue by
modifying the current capacity construct to become a
“bifurcated capacity construct (P 161)” wherein
subsidized resources will enter into a new “resource
specific – fixed resource requirement (P 160)” (RSFRR) and unsubsidized resources will compete in the
traditional capacity auction but be subject to a more
stringent minimum offer price rule (MOPR)3.
FES indicated in their initial comments that they
support an expanded MOPR (MOPR-Ex) as well as

Impact of FES Recommendations to
FERC Capacity Auction Order, as
Triggered by H.B. 6
 FERC’s recommendation addresses
“‘unplanned reregulation’, one subsidy
and mandate at a time.”
 Creates increased capacity charges
o $80 million/year for nuclear plants,
using FES example prices
o Other power plant subsidy recipients
of could create additional increased
capacity costs
 Would apply to all Ohio investor-owned
utility ratepayers
 Would be additional costs to the $150
million/year Nuclear Generation Fund
 Would not be capped – could cost very
large manufacturers approximately
$320,000 /year additional
 FES claims: nuclear credits are “not
intended to provide resources with
sufficient revenue…to make continued
operation economically viable”
 Would allow generators to opt-out of the
wholesale capacity market and self-supply
customers in a construct similar to a
vertically-integrated monopoly utility.


FERC Docket EL18-178
FERC Order: https://elibrary-backup.ferc.gov/idmws/common/OpenNat.asp?fileID=14961693
3 FES Initial Comments: https://elibrary-backup.ferc.gov/idmws/common/OpenNat.asp?fileID=15057409
1
2
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the RS-FRR (Pg 6). The RS-FRR path laid out by FES has potential pitfalls. An RS-FRR is similar to the
current fixed resource requirement (FRR) alternative, however it is different in that the FRR allows utilities to
opt out of the Reliability Pricing Model (RPM) and self-supply using contracted or owned generation within
their territory. RS-FRR, in contrast, would allow specific resource types (ie, generators) to opt out of the RPM
on the basis of states seeking to control the in-state generation mix. That is, the market opt-out decision
would shift from customers to generators. FES recommends solutions to both the appropriate rate of
compensation and how to pair load with this RS-FRR supply in their initial comments.
On the question of appropriate rate of compensation, FES recommends the amount of RS-FRR payment
should be determined by the states and whatever factors are appropriate. This is in part due to the fact that
the rate would be paid solely by the state’s retail ratepayers. However, if the state did not determine a rate, the
RS-FRR generator could file to establish a rate at FERC or accept the default market rate. It is important to
note that FES does not envision this payment to be a substitute for a subsidy payment the generator would
be receiving for attributes of producing electricity. This is due to the subsidy payments being for
environmental benefits, which FES sees as “not intended to provide resources with sufficient revenue, in the
absence of a capacity payment, to make continued operation economically viable.”4 This suggests FES may
view the RS-FRR to be a payment in addition to the potential “Nuclear Resource Credits” that Davis-Besse
and Perry nuclear power plants would generate at $9/MWh.
To address the pairing of load with this supply, FES recommends a few items. First, PJM should adjust the
demand curves for each locational deliverability area (LDA) based on whether there is a RS-FRR resource in
that area. Second, in order to charge load for the costs of the RS-FRR rate, FES recommends that in keeping
with the state policy decisions that first created the RS-FRR rate, the costs should be expanded from the
LDA to all ratepayers in the state. The costs would be charged as an average capacity rate to all load (aka,
customers) in that state5. As an example of this proposal, the table below demonstrates the difference
between capacity prices in Ohio for RPM auctions that have already been run based on the assumption that
the placement of Ohio’s nuclear fleet of 2,150 MW on the RS-FRR rate would not have altered capacity price
outcomes. Additionally, the table assumes that Ohio’s capacity obligation will remain flat for the next three
years at 30,633 MW and that Ohio would settle on an RS-FRR rate of $200/MW-day. This model is based
upon the example that FES provided within their initial comments. The results suggest that Ohio would
experience an increased annual cost of capacity of at least $80 million.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Capacity
Capacity Price Example RS-FRR Ohio Nuclear
Total Capacity
Total Capacity Increased Cost
Obligation (MW) ($/MW-Day) Rate ($/MW-Day) Capacity (MW) Cost w/o RS-FRR Cost w/ RS-FRR* to Ohioians ($)

Delivery
Year
2019/2020 Ohio

30,633

$100

$200

2,150

$1,118,111,749

$1,196,586,749

$78,475,000

2020/2021 Ohio

30,633

$77

$200

2,150

$855,690,921

$952,584,004

$96,893,083

Ohio w/o FE

18,093

$140

$200

2,150

$924,547,118

$971,632,118

FE only

12,540

$171

$200

2,150

$784,213,304

$806,712,086

2021/2022

$69,583,783

*F = [(A - D) x B + (C x D)] x 365 Days

Table 1: Increased Capacity Costs to Ohioans from Sub. H.B. 6 Triggering a PJM
Capacity Auction Bifurcation, Based on FES Comment Price Estimates
Initial Comments of FirstEnergy Solutions Corp., Page 10
This is currently interpreted to mean all wholesale load that takes service from the PJM system. This may mean that in
the State of Ohio, all municipal and cooperative electric companies would have their capacity prices adjusted to this
average capacity price as well, not just investor owned utility ratepayers.
4
5
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As stated previously, the RS-FRR payment is an additional capacity payment that would exist because a
resource is receiving a subsidy as a result of a state policy and thus cannot participate in the RPM auction.
The table following models the annual benefits to Davis-Besse and Perry nuclear power stations based on
that assumption. The first column reflects the payments that each plant would receive under an RS-FRR rate
of $200/MW-day. The energy produced is based on EIA Form 923 for 20186. The average LMP value is
based on the 2018 State of the Market Report for PJM7. And the Nuclear Resource Credit is defined in H.B.
6. The difference in benefit to these two plants would currently amount to nearly $250 million annually if
H.B. 6 and RS-FRR were to be approved by the Ohio Legislature and FERC respectively.
Annual Capacity Payment Energy Produced Average LMP Energy Payment Clean Air Credit Clean Air
Status Quo ($)
Payment
w/o RS-FRR ($)
(MWh)
2018 ($/MWh)
($)
($/MWh)
Payment ($)
Davis-Besse
$32,631,000
7,380,271
$38.24
$282,221,563
$0.00
$0
$314,852,563
Perry

$45,844,000

10,934,736

$38.24

$418,144,305

$0.00

Davis-Besse

$65,262,000

7,380,271

$38.24

$282,221,563

$9.25

$68,267,507

$415,751,070

Perry

$91,688,000

10,934,736

$38.24

$418,144,305

$9.25 $101,146,308
Total:
Increase:

$610,978,613
$1,026,729,682
$247,888,815

Annual
Payment

$0
$463,988,305
Total:
$778,840,868
Capacity Payment Energy Produced Average LMP Energy Payment Clean Air Credit Clean Air
HB 6 & RS-FRR
w/ RS-FRR ($)
(MWh)
2018 ($/MWh)
($)
($/MWh)
Payment ($)

Table 2: Increased Revenue to FES Nuclear Power Plants from HB 6 and RS-FRR
Payment, Based on FES Comment Price Estimates
The last table shows the average capacity cost increase to various sized Ohio manufacturers for the three next
delivery years.

Manufacturer Size

Average
Average 3 Year
Average
Average 3
Average 3 Year Average 3 Year
Annual Cost
Capacity Price
Annual Cost
Annual Energy Average Monthly Year Capacity Capacity Price Capacity Price
Increase to
for FE w/ RSIncrease to FE
Use (kWh)
Demand (kW) Price ($/MW- for FE ($/MWw/ RS-FRR
Ohio
FRR ($/MWManufacturer
Day)
Day)
($/MW-Day)
Manufacturer
Day)
($/Year)
($/Year)

Small (Secondary Service)

1,000,000

190

$

106 $

116 $

113 $

123 $

527 $

476

Medium (Secondary Service)

7,500,000

1,142

$

106 $

116 $

113 $

123 $

3,170 $

2,862

100,000,000

12,684

$

106 $

116 $

113 $

123 $

35,207 $

31,790

1,000,000,000

126,839

$

106 $

116 $

113 $

123 $

352,070 $

317,896

Large (Primary Service)
Very Large (Sub/Transmission Service)

Table 3: Increased Cost of Capacity to Ohioans for Nuclear Plant Subsidies, Based
on FES Comment Price Estimates

There are several caveats to the above analysis. First, FES’ price estimates within their comments to
FERC may be conservative. While we believe they are suitable enough to ballpark a cost impact to
Ohio’s manufacturers, which is critical to understanding HB 6, the RS-FRR, and other regulatory
and policy changes, the cost impacts we detail here should be considered as estimates. Second, we
account in this analysis only for the two Ohio FES nuclear plants. HB 6 creates subsidy payments
for other generators, including uneconomical coal plants. Those plants could also be put into an RS6
7

https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia923/
http://www.monitoringanalytics.com/reports/PJM_State_of_the_Market/2018.shtml
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FRR, and would increase Ohioan’s capacity costs even more. The same could be true for a
distribution utility power purchase agreement for renewable energy facilities.
Lastly, FES’ comments respond to FERC’s recommendation that PJM’s capacity auction should
implement an expanded MOPR and bifurcated auction. The scenario described in this memo is
likely with H.B. 6 passage. This should not be confused with FERC approval of state policies to
subsidize generation. In its order, FERC notably describes state actions as “’unplanned reregulation,’
one subsidy and mandate at a time”. And, FERC further states that their order will ensure that
PJM’s capacity construct “will not interfere with the states’ ability to choose the path of reregulation, whether via a conscious policy decision or a simple failure to take steps to prevent
reregulation as described on an unplanned basis”.8
8

FERC Order: https://elibrary-backup.ferc.gov/idmws/common/OpenNat.asp?fileID=14961693, Section 163
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An Analysis of Ohio Nuclear Plant Profitability Under House Bill 6
The Ohio House of Representatives recently
passed House Bill 6 (H.B. 6), a major rework of
Ohio’s electricity policy. H.B. 6 would
significantly affect customer costs and how
electricity markets function in Ohio. Energy
counsel for The Ohio Manufacturers’
Association (OMA), Kim Bojko of Carpenter
Lipps & Leland, has separately provided a legal
analysis on what H.B. 6 does and how it works.
In summary, H.B. 6 creates excessive profit for
Ohio’s nuclear plants of up to $330 million per
year over the six-year term of the Clean Air
Program. In this memo we examine the nuclear
plants’ profitability, multiple compensation
mechanisms for nuclear power plants in H.B. 6,
how the bill would trigger special treatment of
the nuclear plants’ capacity revenue, and
forthcoming changes in wholesale electricity
markets that create additional revenue for
nuclear plants.

Ohio’s Nuclear Plants’ Excessive
Profit Under House Bill 6
•

•

•

•
Nuclear Plant Profitability

Currently plants may not need
financial support.
o Dr. Paul Sotkiewicz estimates
$72 million annual profit
presently.
H.B. 6 may contribute to
excessive profits of an estimated
$330 million a year.
o Of that, $150 million a year
from Clean Air Credits.
H.B.6 triggers changes in
capacity auctions.
o Plants removed from capacity
auction - $82 million a year.
o Possible $157 million a year
in State of Ohio capacity
revenue envisioned by FES.
Other changes to PJM electricity
market include energy market
rule changes - $33 million a year.

H.B. 6 was passed with the purported intent to
keep Ohio’s two nuclear power plants, Davis-Besse and Perry, up and running. The
owner of these two nuclear plants, FirstEnergy Solutions (FES), is currently going through
bankruptcy proceedings. However, FES is expected to emerge from bankruptcy
financially solvent. And the financial well-being of FES is not necessarily reflective of the
financial viability of its nuclear power plants. Thus, questions remain:
•

How financially viable are the nuclear power plants presently?

•

And will the nuclear power plants emerge from bankruptcy in a better financial
position?

Nuclear Plant Profitability Under HB 6 | © The Ohio Manufacturers’ Association | June 2019
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Two authoritative sources have addressed the nuclear power plants’ profitability. PJM’s
Independent Market Monitor releases an annual “State of the Market” report, which
includes financial surplus or shortfall of PJM’s 18 nuclear power plants.
We have reproduced the Independent Market Monitor’s estimates in the table below. The
Monitor estimates that three of PJM’s 18 nuclear plants are losing money, while the other
15 are profitable.

Table 1: Independent Market Monitor Estimates of Nuclear Power Plant Annual Financial Surplus or Shortfall.

There are several insights to glean from this analysis. First, Ohio participates in the
regional PJM electricity market, and most nuclear power resources in this market will
continue to operate and be profitable. In other words, Ohio’s access to low-carbon nuclear
power is not significantly at risk.
Another insight is that FES’s two Ohio nuclear plants are estimated to lose $93 million in
2021. While this is a significant loss, it is substantially less than the $165 million annual
payment expected from the Clean Air Program created under H.B. 6.
Estimates of Nuclear Power Plant Annual Financial Surplus or Shortfall
The Independent Market Monitor cannot disclose specific power plant financial data, and
so Table 1 presents estimates. Thus, the Monitor relies on average operating costs data
from the Nuclear Energy Institute to estimate operating costs, as well as public data on
Nuclear Plant Profitability Under HB 6 | © The Ohio Manufacturers’ Association | June 2019
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energy production and wholesale electricity market prices to estimate revenue. The
estimated operating costs reflect typical single unit nuclear plant costs. If FES’s nuclear
plants are losing more money than this estimate, it would demonstrate that they are not
operating their plants as efficiently as the industry average. This means the Clean Air
Program would be compensating for below-average operating performance, not just the
benefits of nuclear power.
Another separate financial analysis was completed by Dr. Paul Sotkiewicz, former chief
economist for PJM. Dr. Sotkiewicz’s financial analysis shows that post-bankruptcy, the
Davis-Besse and Perry nuclear plants will likely turn an annual profit. Dr. Sotkiewicz
estimates the annual profit to be $28 million for Davis Besse and $44 million for Perry, for
a combined profit of $72 million annually1.
Dr. Sotkiewicz’s estimates differ from the Independent Market Monitor’s for two main
reasons. First, Dr. Sotkiewicz accounts for the nuclear plants’ financial situation postbankruptcy. Second, Dr. Sotkiewicz relies on specific financial filings of these nuclear
power plants.
These financial estimates call into question the following:
•

Do the Davis-Besse and Perry nuclear power plants need financial assistance?

•

Does the Clean Air Program over-compensate the nuclear power plants?

•

Is the Clean Air Program compensating poor business decisions, in addition to the
environmental benefits of nuclear power?

H.B. 6 Revenue Streams for Nuclear Plants
H.B. 6 creates a Clean Air Program, financed by charges applied to each customer of an
Ohio investor-owned utility (AEP Ohio, DP&L, Duke, and the FirstEnergy companies).
Each year the Clean Air Program will pay $9 for each MWh of electricity produced by
nuclear power plants. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), over
the past three years, Davis-Besse produced 7,216,607 MWh on average, and Perry
generated 10,390,121 MWh on average. However, HB 6 provides for total compensation
to the nuclear plants at $150 million per year.
Therefore, it is estimated that under the Clean Air Program, the nuclear plants would be
compensated as follows:
7,216,607 MWh (Davis-Besse) + 10,390,121 MWh (Perry) = 17,606,728 MWh
17,606,728 MWh x $9 /MWh (Clean Air Credit) = $158,460,552/year
Annual compensation = $150,000,000 /year
Nuclear power plant output will vary from year to year, depending on the plants’ refueling
schedule and up-time.

“The Market and Financial Position of Nuclear Resources in Ohio”, Dr. Paul Sotkiewicz, E-Cubed Policy
Associations, LLC. Table 12
1
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H.B. 6 Triggered Capacity Auction Changes
H.B. 6 not only sets into sequence a series of reactions in the wholesale electricity market,
which will affect Ohio’s electricity prices, but also how the nuclear power plants are
compensated for electricity, and the level of that compensation. At the heart of this set of
reactions are forthcoming changes to PJM’s electric capacity auction. The capacity
auction is the mechanism by which PJM assures enough electricity resources are
available for the grid system at times of peak demand. Please note that capacity
payments are an important part of overall economic viability for a power plant.
However, PJM is also charged with ensuring a fair and level playing field for power plants
competing for capacity payments. This is especially true now, as PJM is consistently
exceeding its reliability goal and there is an abundance of power plants on the grid, with
even more new entrants waiting.
With this abundance of generation, uneconomic power plants may be unable to compete
and receive a capacity payment. As a result, some uneconomic power plants are seeking
subsidies from their respective states to remain viable. This undermines the integrity of
the market. And the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has thus deemed
PJM’s capacity auction as unjust and unreasonable. FERC has issued guidelines, with
time for comment, that essentially will wall-off generating plants that receive materially
significant state subsidies from participating the PJM’s capacity auction.
In simple terms, if H.B. 6 passes, Ohio’s nuclear power plants would be removed from
PJM’s capacity auction, and they would lose the ability to earn this revenue. We estimate
this lost revenue potential at around $82 million a year, as shown in the calculation below:
894 MW (Davis-Besse) + 1,256 MW (Perry) = 2,150 MW (combined capacity)
2,150 MW x $105 /MW-day (3-year average capacity price) x 365 days/year = $82
million/year
This is a real, probable, and possibly unintended consequence of H.B. 6 – that Ohio’s
nuclear power plants will be ineligible to compete in wholesale capacity auctions and will
likely be further impaired financially by this loss in revenue. This is probably an untenable
financial position for the nuclear plants.
Fortunately, there is no need for speculation. FirstEnergy Solutions has already provided
comment on these rules, including advice on how Ohio can make up for this unexpected
loss of revenue. Specifically, FES states that credits for zero emissions for nuclear plants
are “not intended to provide resources with sufficient revenue, in the absence of a
capacity payment, to make continued operation viable”2.
This is to say, FES intends to ask for capacity payments in addition to Clean Air Credit
payments. Because PJM will not provide these capacity payments, the state of Ohio
would need to do so, and Ohio ratepayers would need to cover this cost. FES has
provided an example of around $200 /MW-day compensation for capacity. At this rate,
Ohio would need to create the following additional revenue for the nuclear power plants:
2

FERC Docket EL18-178, Initial Comments of FirstEnergy Solutions Corp., Page 10
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2,150 MW x $200 /MW-day (3-year average capacity price) x 365 days/year = $157
million/year
Note: H.B. 6 does not create a mechanism for Ohio to set capacity prices, collect the
costs from ratepayers, or pay the payment to generators.
Other Changes in PJM’s Electricity Market
While the nuclear plants will not be eligible for capacity payments from PJM, they will still
participate in PJM’s energy markets, which compensate generators for the electricity they
produce, as opposed to the peak capacity. The energy markets, too, are undergoing rule
changes that are expected to create increased revenue for nuclear power plants –
specifically, changes to the Operating Reserve Demand Curve included in PJM’s Price
Formation Filing.
According to the Independent Market Monitor, nuclear power plants will receive an
additional $15,344 /MW-year3 due to changes in the Operating Reserve Demand Curve.
This would create an additional $33 million/year for Ohio’s nuclear power plants:
2,150 MW x $15,344 /MW-year = $33 million/year
PJM is also investigating carbon pricing for its market. While it is too early to say if a rule
would pass, how it would work, and what revenue it would create for Ohio’s nuclear plants,
one can assume there is the possibility of future payments for carbon-free generation.
Excessive Profits Potential
H.B. 6 thus sets up significant excessive profit potential for Ohio’s nuclear plants. For
example, should the nuclear power plants be profitable post-bankruptcy, and should Ohio
create a capacity payment to replace PJM’s for the nuclear plant, Ohio’s nuclear plants
would have the following annual profits:
$72 million/year (post-bankruptcy profit) + $150 million/year (Clean Air Program revenue)
- $82 million/year (capacity auction lost revenue) + $157 million/year (Ohio set capacity
revenue) + $33 million/year (PJM price formation changes) = $330 million/year
If we use the Independent Market Monitor’s estimates of the two nuclear plants’ financial
losses – and we assume that Ohio does not create a capacity price and payment
mechanism for the plants – the net annual profits of the nuclear plants under H.B. 6 are
still $16.5 million.
Conclusions and Findings
Based on the above data, Ohio policymakers should take into consideration the following
questions:
•
3

Do the nuclear plants truly need financial support, post-bankruptcy?

Monitoring Analytics, “ORDC Simulation Results: Version 2”, Table 20.
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•

Does H.B. 6 create excessive profits for the nuclear power plants?

•

Can Ohio’s payments to the nuclear power plants be lowered if the plants start
receiving additional revenue from energy markets?

•

Will Ohio be asked, or required, to create a capacity payment mechanism for the
nuclear power plants to replace the probable loss of PJM capacity payments to the
nuclear power plants?
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NATIONAL REVIEW

An Ohio Energy
Revolution
By TRAVIS KAVULLA

July 3, 2019 6:30 AM

(File photo: Carlo Allegri/Reuters)Consumers have benefitted
from competition, but the state’s legislators won’t take ‘yes’
for an answer.

Ohio’s legislature courageously voted
to de-monopolize its electricity sector
two decades ago. Since then, power
generators have had to compete with
one another for consumers’ business,
rather than having their prices fixed by
utility regulators.

Public policy only rarely has direct, and
positive, effects on the price of a major
commodity. This is one of those policies.
Ohio has outperformed its neighbors
Indiana and Kentucky, where the
electric power industry remains fully
monopolized. Those states have seen
electricity prices increase about 30
percent from 2008 to 2016. Ohioans’

bills have risen, but only by half that.
Ohio’s energy policy has allowed the
state to capitalize on the massive
Marcellus Shale gas fields that sit under
Ohioans’ feet. When customers are not
on the hook to monopolies for multidecadal investments in power plants,
capital more easily recirculates into
newer, more efficient investments.
Now it’s just a matter of convincing state
legislators to accept the fruits of their
policy. Rather than amplifying the
benefits of low-cost energy, the state has
diminished them by furnishing
handouts to the state’s erstwhile
monopolies. Four of them —
FirstEnergy, AEP, Duke, and Dayton
Power & Light — have through
legislation and regulation extracted
more than $15 billion in subsidies since
the state’s ostensible “deregulation,”
according to the Ohio Consumer
Counsel.
Many of those fees show up on
customers’ bills cloaked in happysounding euphemisms such as “rate
stabilization surcharge.” Just last
month, Ohio’s supreme court tossed out
the latest of these subsidies, a $168million-per-year “grid modernization
surcharge.” Ohio’s utility regulator had
labeled the fee an “incentive,” but, as the
court noted, the program had no
requirement that the proceeds be spent
on anything having to do with
modernizing the grid. It was, plain and
simple, a gambit to shuffle money to an
actor that found itself on the losing end
of Ohio’s competitive electricity sector.
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This year’s grift, Ohio’s House Bill 6,
would direct north of $1.2 billion in
subsidies over the next six years to two
nuclear plants as well as a pair of 64year-old coal power plants owned by a
consortium of utilities. Akron-based
FirstEnergy and the leader of Ohio’s
house of representatives, Larry
Householder, call this gambit the “Ohio
Clean Air Program,” a name in rather
plain defiance of what the bill actually
does. Speaker Householder has pieced
together a political coalition that
depends on labor unions, who joined
with Republican legislators to secure his
position as speaker earlier this year. One
of the main backers of the Householder
faction is FirstEnergy.

energy economists, projects that the
nuclear plants will earn $700 million
over the next decade. H.B. 6 would more
than double those profits. FirstEnergy
disputes Sotkwiewicz’s report but
refuses to accept an amendment that
would pay out subsidies only if the plant
owners open up their books and prove
they are unprofitable. That pretty much
says it all.

In the legislative cram-down that has
attended H.B. 6, the bill’s utility and
labor-union proponents have mouthed a
number of weak arguments, hoping to
give the bailout some plausible
reasoning. None of them have stuck.

Flailing, H.B. 6 boosters have also
claimed that the bill merely rebalances
the playing field after years of renewable
subsidies. They’ve got a right to
complain about those. Yet according to
the Ohio Public Utilities Commission,
the renewable surcharge is less than the
H.B. 6 surcharge would be for all but
one of the electric utilities in the state.
In any case, if the legislature wants to
repeal renewable subsidies, then it
should do so. But don’t use the savings
to fund other subsidies. Give them back
to customers.

First, H.B. 6’s sponsors said that if
nuclear power plants went out of
business, power prices would rise. This
is a bizarre argument: Subsidize power
plants or else consumers will have to pay
more. It is true that the market today is
oversupplied with power resources, and
if some close, prices will tighten. But the
wholesale market operator, PJM, has
studied the issue and anticipates total
consumer savings of $1.6 billion if the
nuclear plants in danger of closing are
replaced by natural gas generators.

The fix was in for H.B. 6 in Ohio’s
House, where it sailed to passage early
last month despite overwhelming public
opposition in committee hearings. The
state’s governor, Mike DeWine, has
suggested he will sign it. But as each bad
argument for H.B. 6 has fallen flat,
Ohio’s senators show signs of
skepticism. A more principled bunch of
conservatives, they have the task of
holding the line on Ohio’s successful, if
always besieged, experiment in
electricity competition.

Furthermore, it is not even clear that
Ohio’s nuclear plants are unprofitable
and would close without subsidies. The
plants’ going-forward costs appear to be
below the anticipated market price of
electricity. One analysis, by Paul
Sotkiewicz, among the nation’s leading

TRAVIS KAVULLA is director of Energy and
Environmental Policy at the R Street Institute. He is a
former president of the National Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners who held elected
office as a Montana public service commissioner for
eight years. Before that, he was an associate editor
for National Review.
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Columbus Dispatch
August 2, 2019
https://www.dispatch.com/opinion/20190802/editorial-more-you-learn-worse-house-bill-6-looks

Editorial: The more you learn, the worse
House Bill 6 looks
By now, readers might be tired of hearing about the state law just passed to bail out
two FirstEnergy Solutions nuclear plants and greatly undermine the development of
renewable energy in Ohio. We recognize that, but bear with us: The whole exercise has
been such a textbook example of legislative abuse that it should be studied, so that
perhaps Ohioans won’t tolerate it the next time lawmakers are determined to serve
moneyed interests over the public good.
The law itself is awful — forcing all Ohio electricity ratepayers to bail out old and
uncompetitive nuclear and coal plants even as it drastically undercuts the development
of renewable energy in the state, all but guaranteeing Ohio dirtier air and a trailing role
in a major industry of the future.
Factor in the $1.65 million in campaign cash that utilities spread around the Statehouse
to cultivate support, plus a multimillion-dollar advertising blitz and you get a
monumentally discouraging view of How a Bill Becomes a Law.
Dispatch Reporter Randy Ludlow’s story on Sunday laid out the campaign
contributions, with data compiled by the Energy and Policy Institute: Starting in 2017,
FirstEnergy Corp. and its employees gave nearly $1 million to state representatives and
senators, Gov. Mike DeWine, other officeholders, political action committees and
political parties.
The remaining $650,000 or so came from AEP, Dayton Power & Light and Duke
Energy, all of which own shares in two 1950s-era coal plants that also will be propped up
by the new law.
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Looking at giving by all utilities and only to House members, 40 of the 53 who initially
voted yes on House Bill 6 received a total of nearly $323,000.
House Speaker Larry Householder’s ties to FirstEnergy are extensive, and he made
passage of HB 6 a top priority. He received $30,000 from AEP and $24,415 from
FirstEnergy, but the utilities also helped him indirectly, with large contributions to
House candidates who would support his bid to become speaker.
All spring, lawmakers rushed to get the bill passed because FirstEnergy Solutions
declared that it had to have a bailout secured by June 30 or it would be forced to begin
the process of shutting the plants down.
The unseemly rush to do the company’s bidding reached its peak on July 22, as the next
day’s final vote approached. It was going to be close, and three “yes” votes — Reps. Bob
Cupp of Lima, Jim Butler of Oakwood and Tom Brinkman of Cincinnati — were in
Chicago for a conference.
So urgent was the need to get them back to Columbus for the vote that Householder
apparently proposed, and DeWine’s office agreed, to send a state plane to fetch them,
at a cost to taxpayers of nearly $5,700.
Thanks to a tipster, word of the extravagance got out, the flight was canceled late on the
night before the vote and the lawmakers somehow got back to town without the private
plane.
HB 6 passed by a single vote and Ohio is stuck with what one critic called “the worst
energy bill of the 21st century.”
Other states, including New York, Illinois and New Jersey, have bailed out their old
nuclear plants, but only Ohio’s legislature has seen fit to also sabotage the future of
renewable energy while at it.
It is not a distinction to be proud of.
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What America Is Thinking on Energy Issues
Ohio
Interviewing:
Respondents:
Method:
Weighting:
Sampling Error:

Q1

June 7 – 12, 2019
801 Ohio Registered Votes
Telephone
Results are weighted to be representative of registered voters in Ohio.
+/- 3.4% at 95% confidence

Do you approve or disapprove of the work the Ohio General Assembly has done this year in
Columbus?
Total
Base
Approve
Disapprove
Don’t know

Q2

June 2019

801
27%
25%
48%

GOP
209
46%
13%
41%

Party ID
Ind
200
24%
38%
38%

Dem
303
19%
27%
53%

House Bill 6 is a bill in the Ohio General Assembly that is entitled the “Ohio Clean Air Program”.
If the program becomes law, it will be funded through a monthly fee that will be charged to all
utility customers in the state, adding up to nearly $200 Million every year. How familiar are you
with House Bill 6?
Total
Base
FAMILIAR (NET)
Very familiar
Somewhat familiar
NOT FAMILIAR (NET)
Not very familiar
Not at all familiar
Don’t know

801
22%
3%
19%
76%
23%
53%
1%

GOP
209
24%
4%
20%
76%
20%
56%
*

Party ID
Ind
200
25%
4%
21%
72%
26%
46%
3%

Dem
303
21%
3%
18%
79%
27%
52%
*
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Q3

It is projected that most of the $200 Million every year will go to nuclear power plants owned by
a corporation named FirstEnergy Solutions. Do you support or oppose charging Ohio utility
customers a monthly fee to give FirstEnergy Solutions most of the $200 Million from this program
every year?
Total
Base
SUPPORT (NET)
Strongly support
Somewhat support
OPPOSE (NET)
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Q4

801
19%
5%
14%
70%
21%
49%
12%

GOP
209
18%
5%
13%
73%
24%
49%
9%

Party ID
Ind
200
17%
5%
12%
73%
24%
49%
10%

Dem
303
21%
5%
16%
67%
17%
50%
12%

As you may know, some groups oppose House Bill 6 because they believe it will saddle all Ohioans
with a new, unfair and unnecessary annual $200 Million nuclear bailout tax. They are particularly
worried about those Ohioans who are senior citizens or living on fixed incomes. Do you agree or
disagree that imposing a monthly fee on all utility customers in the state could hurt people and
families living on fixed incomes?
Total
Base
AGREE (NET)
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
DISAGREE (NET)
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know

801
82%
58%
24%
12%
5%
7%
5%

GOP
209
89%
68%
21%
8%
2%
6%
3%

Party ID
Ind
200
81%
59%
22%
13%
7%
6%
5%

Dem
303
82%
52%
30%
14%
6%
8%
3%

2
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Q5

Some groups also oppose House Bill 6 because they believe it creates new costs for
manufacturing plants here in Ohio, and those new costs could hurt manufacturers – large and
small – across the state. Do you agree or disagree that imposing a monthly fee on all utility
customers could hurt the state’s manufacturing sector and impact jobs in the state?
Total
Base
AGREE (NET)
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
DISAGREE (NET)
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know

Q6

801
62%
31%
31%
26%
14%
12%
11%

Dem
303
55%
26%
29%
31%
15%
16%
15%

House Bill 6 may also allow money collected from Ohio utility customers to be used to bailout a
coal plant over in Indiana. Do you support or oppose allowing money collected from utility
customers in Ohio to help bailout a plant over in Indiana?
Total
Base
SUPPORT (NET)
Strongly support
Somewhat support
OPPOSE (NET)
Somewhat oppose
Strongly oppose
Don’t know

Q7

GOP
209
68%
36%
32%
27%
13%
14%
6%

Party ID
Ind
200
68%
33%
35%
24%
16%
8%
8%

801
10%
3%
7%
82%
19%
63%
7%

GOP
209
11%
5%
6%
83%
22%
61%
5%

Party ID
Ind
200
8%
2%
6%
84%
17%
67%
9%

Dem
303
11%
3%
8%
86%
17%
69%
3%

Some groups believe that before the state legislature decides whether or not to subsidize
FirstEnergy Solution’s nuclear plants, the legislature should require the company to open its
financial records for review. Do you agree or disagree that the state legislature should require
the company to open its financial records for review?
Total
Base
AGREE (NET)
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
DISAGREE (NET)
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know

801
88%
75%
13%
9%
4%
5%
3%

GOP
209
83%
68%
15%
15%
7%
8%
2%

Party ID
Ind
200
89%
77%
12%
6%
3%
3%
5%

Dem
303
91%
80%
11%
8%
4%
4%
1%

3
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Gender
Base
Male
Female

Total
801
49%
51%

Political Party
Base
REPUBLICAN (NET)
Strong Republican
Not-so-strong Republican
INDEPENDENT (NET)
Lean Republican
Lean Democrat
Do not lean either way
DEMOCRAT (NET)
Strong Democrat
Not-so-strong Democrat
Other
Not sure
Decline to answer

Total
801
28%
18%
9%
24%
7%
10%
6%
36%
25%
9%
9%
2%
1%

Ideology
Base
CONSERVATIVE (NET)
Very conservative
Somewhat conservative
Neither
LIBERAL (NET)
Somewhat liberal
Very liberal
Don’t know/Refused

Total
801
47%
20%
27%
5%
45%
28%
17%
3%

Age
Base
18 – 34
35 – 64
65+
Don’t know/Refused

Total
801
27%
48%
19%
5%
4
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Education
Base
HIGH SCHOOL OR LESS (NET)
Less than high school
High school graduate
ATTENDED COLLEGE OR COLLEGE DEGREE (NET)
Some college
Associate’s degree
College graduate
Post-graduate
Don’t know/Refused

Total
801
34%
4%
30%
53%
23%
8%
22%
12%
*

Race/Ethnicity
Base
White
Black or African American
Hispanic
Asian or Pacific Islander
Native American or Alaskan Native
Some other race
Don’t know/Refused

Total
801
79%
12%
2%
1%
*
5%
2%

Household Income
Base
Less than $5,000
$5,000 but less than $10,000
$10,000 but less than $15,000
$15,000 but less than $20,000
$20,000 but less than $25,000
$25,000 but less than $30,000
$30,000 but less than $35,000
$35,000 but less than $40,000
$40,000 but less than $50,000
$50,000 but less than $60,000
$60,000 but less than $75,000
$75,000 but less than $80,000
$80,000 but less than $100,000
$100,000 or more
Don’t know/Refused

Total
801
2%
2%
2%
4%
3%
3%
4%
5%
5%
5%
8%
5%
8%
28%
17%

5
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OHIOANS AGAINST CORPORATE BAILOUTS

LLC

EIN 84-2419335

YES. I would like to make a $____________ contribution to Ohioans Against Corporate Bailouts LLC.
Contribute by wire transfer:
Chain Bridge Bank, N.A
1445-A Laughlin Ave.
McLean, VA 22101
Account Number: 2100139670
Routing Number: 056009479
Beneficiary Address/Phone:
8913 Cincinnati-Dayton Road
West Chester, OH 45069
513.577.7395

Contribute by check:
Ohioans Against Corporate Bailouts
8913 Cincinnati-Dayton Road
West Chester, OH 45069
For additional information or with
questions, please contact:
Brandon Lynaugh
614.946.7965
lynaugh@battlegroundstrategy.com

Please provide the following information (for reporting purposes):
Name(s) of contributor(s)*_________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________
Employer:_________________________________

Occupation:____________________________

*Contributions by one person in the name of another are prohibited. The name of the contributor identified above should match the name on the check.
If the check is from a joint bank account, only the name of the signer will be reported as the contributor. For wire transfers, please check the box
below.
□ I hereby certify that the name listed above is the name of the person making the contribution as it appears on the bank account from which the wire
transfer is being made.

Additional information (will not be publicly reported):
E-mail:____________________________________

Mobile Phone:__________________________

Home Phone:_______________________________

Work Phone:___________________________

Ohioans Against Corporate Bailouts LLC (OACB) is an Ohio nonprofit limited liability company exempt from taxation as a social welfare
organization under Section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code. Its mission is to oppose the passage of HB 6 and, if HB 6 becomes law, to
exercise the citizens’ right of referendum to refer the law to Ohio voters for approval or rejection in November 2020.
OACB may accept unlimited contributions from any source, including individuals, corporations, limited liability companies, trade associations, labor
organizations, and political organizations. Contributions to OACB are not required to be publicly disclosed. However, if HB 6 becomes law, OACB
intends to register with the Ohio Secretary of State as a ballot issue political action committee and disclose all contributions, including those received
prior to registering as a ballot issue PAC.
The IRS does not allow contributions to OACB to be deducted as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.
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cleveland.com
Pro-House Bill 6 group
launches $1 million ad
campaign to fend off
statewide referendum
Updated Aug 26, 2:34 PM; Posted Aug 26, 2:30 PM

natural-gas plant in Lordstown; Siderewicz cited HB6 as the
reason.
Asked how Ohioans Against Corporate Bailouts is “risking
our national security,” Ohioans for Energy Security
spokesman Carlo LoParo said the anti-HB6 group, with
Chinese ties, is “trying to create an energy monopoly in Ohio
for their own self-interest.”
Ohioans for Energy Security has purchased ad time costing
$644,000 on broadcast TV, $316,000 on cable, and $33,000
on radio, according to Medium Buying, a Columbus-based
political ad tracking firm. The ads are scheduled to run
through Sept. 3.
Ohioans for Energy Security and Ohioans Against Corporate
Bailouts are each LLCs, meaning they aren’t required to
disclose who’s funding them. Both groups have declined to
reveal their donors.

FILE – In this Tuesday, April 4, 2017, file photo, plumes of
steam drift from the cooling tower of FirstEnergy Solutions'
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station in Oak Harbor, Ohio. (AP
Photo/Ron Schwane, File)

Gene Pierce, a spokesman for Ohioans Against Corporate
Bailouts, said in a statement that the anti-referendum ads
"are a ridiculous and desperate smokescreen to distract
Ohio voters from the fact that House Bill 6 is a blatantly anticonsumer bill.”

By Jeremy Pelzer, cleveland.com

HB 6, which takes effect this fall, imposes a new surcharge
on every Ohio electricity bill (ranging from 85 cents for
residential customers to $2,400 for large industrial plants)
to give FirstEnergy Solutions $150 million per year to
subsidize its Davis-Besse and Perry nuclear power plants in
Northern Ohio.

COLUMBUS, Ohio—A new group that supports House Bill 6
has embarked on a nearly $1 million statewide ad campaign
in an attempt to prevent a referendum on overturning the
recently enacted law to bail out Ohio’s nuclear power plants
and gut the state’s green-energy mandates for utilities.
The massive TV and radio ad buy, by the group Ohioans for
Energy Security, is an early indication of the deluge of ads
Ohioans will be subjected to if the proposed referendum
makes the ballot in 2020.
An anti-HB6 group, Ohioans Against Corporate Bailouts,
is still working to get the go-ahead from state officials to
begin collecting the 265,774 signatures from registered
voters needed to hold a statewide vote on overturning the
new law, which was signed by Gov. Mike DeWine about a
month ago.
The 1-minute advertisement from Ohioans for Energy
Security accuses Ohioans Against Corporate Bailouts
(without mentioning its name) of “boosting Chinese
financial interests.” The group, the ad states, “is targeting
Ohio’s energy, taking Ohio money, exporting Ohio jobs, even
risking our national security. They’re meddling in our
elections.”
The justification for these accusations, according an Ohioans
for Energy Security release, is that Bill Siderewicz, a naturalgas power plant investor involved with Ohioans Against
Corporate Bailouts, has received financing from the
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, which is owned by
the Chinese government. Last week, Siderewicz’s company,
Clean Energy Future, scrapped plans to build a $1.1 billion

Starting next January, ratepayers around the state would
also have to chip in up to $1.50 monthly (and up to $1,500
per month for commercial and industrial users) to subsidize
coal plants in Ohio and Indiana run by the Ohio Valley
Electric Corporation.
However, HB6 would effectively halt Ohio’s decade-old
energy-efficiency and renewable-energy mandates for
utilities, which currently cost residential customers an
average of $4.74 per month. That means by 2027, residential
ratepayers would, overall, save an estimated $3.78 per
month compared to what they pay now.
HB 6 has created some strange bedfellows. Supporters of the
measure include labor unions, nuclear power advocates, and
local officials from areas near the nuclear plants; critics
include environmental groups, the fossil-fuel industry,
renewable energy companies, and some small-government
activists.
It’s not surprising that pro-HB6 forces are spending heavily
to keep the law on the books. During the legislative debate
over HB6, a dark-money group called Generation Now
(found to have ties to an adviser to Ohio House Speaker
Larry Householder, perhaps the most prominent supporter
of HB6) blanketed Ohio’s airwaves with ads asking people to
contact their lawmaker to urge support for the bill.
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Alex Fitzsimmons
Chief of Staff and Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Energy Efficiency

U.S. Department of Energy
Alex Fitzsimmons is Chief of Staff for the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy at the U.S. Department of Energy and the Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Energy Efficiency (DAS-EE). In his role as Chief of Staff, Alex leads strategic
planning, policy and communications, supporting the Assistant Secretary in
advancing the mission of the office.
In his role as Acting DAS-EE, Alex leads a diverse energy efficiency program and
research portfolio that includes advanced manufacturing, buildings, federal energy
management, low income weatherization, and intergovernmental partnerships. As
part of EERE's senior leadership, he implements and advances administration
priorities and initiatives that increase energy affordability, productivity, and
resiliency of the built environment.
Prior to joining the Department of Energy, Alex worked on energy policy for a
variety of D.C.-based organizations, including the Institute for Energy Research,
where he served as the Policy Director managing energy and environmental issues
at the state and federal level.
Alex is a graduate of The George Washington University in Washington, D.C.
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Eli Levine
Program Manager, Advanced Manufacturing Office

Eli Levine leads the Department of Energy’s Better Plants Program and Challenge
(Better Plants). With over 220 corporate partners, Better Plants is working with
leading manufacturers to set and achieve ambitious energy, water and waste
reduction goals. Eli also leads the Technologist in Residence (TIR) program,
designed to catalyze and strengthen long-term strategic relationships between
industry and the National Labs, and the AIM Onshore Prize, strengthening
manufacturing readiness for energy hardware innovators.

Before taking on the Better Plants responsibilities, Eli served as the Acting Director
of the Clean Energy Manufacturing Initiative (CEMI), a cross-cutting Department of
Energy initiative to increase U.S. competitiveness in manufacturing by boosting
energy productivity and leveraging low-cost domestic energy resources and
feedstocks. Prior to that, he worked on energy issues in the Obama White House, at
the Council on Environmental Quality and the Office of Management and Budget. Eli
joined the Energy Department as a Presidential Management Fellow to help stand
up the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) in 2010. He is a
graduate of Washington University School of Law and Cornell University.
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Faculty and Staff

LEVIN COLLEGE STAFF

Andrew R. Thomas
Executive In Residence, Energy Policy Center
Maxine Goodman Levin College of Urban Affairs
Cleveland State University
Office Location: UR132
Phone: 216.687.9304 / Email: a.r.thomas99@csuohio.edu

Andrew Thomas is an Executive-in-Residence with the Energy Policy Center in the Maxine Goodman
Levin College of Urban Affairs of Cleveland State University. His duties include administering the center,
providing support for university facilities, and researching energy law and policy. He teaches courses on
oil and gas contracts internationally, and is adjunct to the Cleveland Marshall School of Law and the
College of Urban Affairs, where he teaches courses in energy law and policy. He is director of the
Renewable Hydrogen Fuel Cell Collaborative and the Midwest Hydrogen Center of Excellence.
Mr. Thomas joined Cleveland State in 2008, after working as general counsel for a fuel cell company for
six years. Prior to coming to Ohio, he worked 20 years in the energy industry in New Orleans, Louisiana,
as a geophysicist with Shell Oil Company and as a private lawyer. He also served as an editor of the
Loyola Law Review. He is currently an Ohio Oil and Gas Commissioner.
Education:
•
•

J.D., Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana.
B.S., M.S., Geology, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio.
Areas of Research:

•
•
•
•

Microgrids, energy storage systems, distributed generation
Electricity and natural gas markets
Fuel Cells, hydrogen economy, zero emission transportation
Oil and Gas law, mid and downstream hydrocarbon development
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Ned Hill
Professor, joint appointment with the
College of Engineering

University for eight years and was Professor and
Distinguished Professor of Economic
Development.

He serves as nonresident senior fellow of The
Brookings Institution, where he is affiliated with the
Metropolitan Policy Program. He was chair of the
Advisory Board of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology’s (NIST) Manufacturing
Extension Partnership (MEP) from 2007 until 2010.
His appointment to the Board ended in April 2014,
making him the board’s longest serving member.

He has edited Economic Development
Quarterly and is a member of the editorial board of
the Journal of the American Planning Association.
His latest co-authored book, Economic Adversity
and Regional Economic Resilience, is expected to
be published by Cornell University Press in 2016.

Dr. Edward [Ned] Hill teaches economic
development policy, public policy and public
finance in both the Glenn College and the City and
Regional Planning section in the College of
Engineering’s Knowlton School of Architecture.

Before coming to Ohio State, Hill was dean of the
Levin College of Urban Affairs at Cleveland State

Crain’s Cleveland Business recognized Hill’s work
in 2012 when he was listed in its Who’s Who, 150,
Names to Know in Northeast Ohio. Hill is listed in
Crain’s 2014 Power 150. Gov. Taft appointed him
to Ohio’s Urban Revitalization Task Force, Gov.
Strickland named him to the Automotive Industry
Support Council, Gov. Kasich placed Hill on the
state’s manufacturing task force, and former
Speaker of the Ohio House of Representatives Bill
Batchelder appointed him to the Cooperative
Education Advisory Board of the Ohio Board of
Regents.

Hill holds a doctoral degree in economics, urban
and regional planning, a Master’s degree in city
planning from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and a bachelor’s degree in economics
and urban studies from the University of
Pennsylvania.
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UPDATE ON ELECTRICITY CUSTOMER CHOICE IN OHIO:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SM

No one does more to
lower your utility bills.

SM

The purpose of this study is to provide an update to the
research team’s 2016 report “Electricity Customer Choice
in Ohio: How Competition Has Outperformed Traditional
Monopoly Regulation” using data for 2016 through 2018.

Total Savings Due to Deregulation in Ohio
2011-2015 (millions of dollars)
Shopping

SSO Auction

Total

2011

$496.70

$2,395.00

$2,891.70

KEY FINDINGS AT A GLANCE:

2012

$443.29

$2,366.00

$2,809.29

Deregulated Markets Save Ohio
Electricity Consumers Billions

2013

$744.11

$2,342.00

$3,086.11

• Since 2011, deregulation has saved Ohio consumers
$23.9 billion.
• The Study Team anticipates that savings will continue
for the near term to be around $3 billion per year.
However, these savings may be lost, in whole or in
part, if deregulated energy markets continue to be
undermined by cross subsidies.

Competition Outperforms
Monopoly Regulation

2014

$824.21

$2,380.00

$3,204.21

2015

$645.19

$2,339.00

$2,984.19

Total

$3,153.30

$11,822.00

$14,975.30

Below is the update analyzed pricing data from 2016-2018.
Total savings over the three years was around $9 billion.

Total Savings Due to Deregulation in Ohio
2016-2018 (millions of dollars)
Year

• Competition has driven down average electricity
prices in deregulated Midwestern states while their
regulated peers have seen a steady increase in
price of generated electricity.

Shopping

SSO Auction

Total

2016

$540.77

$2,553.90

$3,094.67

2017

$403.59

$2,502.10

$2,905.69

2018

$353.45

$2,612.60

$2,966.05

Total

$1,297.81

$7,668.60

$8,966.41

Total Savings from Deregulation in Ohio
2011-2018 (millions of dollars)

“

Competitive markets have proven

to be a powerful tool to deliver value
to Ohio’s ratepayers. Efforts to
undermine the efficiency of these
markets…are a threat to Ohio’s
economic development and wellbeing.

Year

Shopping

SSO

Total

$4,451.11

$19,490.60

$23,941.71

”

–The Ohio State University and Cleveland State University Research Study
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1. S
 ince 2011, deregulation has saved Ohio
consumers $23.9 billion. Of this total savings,
$19.5 billion resulted from competitive auctions
driving down the price of the utilities’ Price to
Compare (PTC). These savings are realized by Ohio
electric consumers who obtain their power from
the default generation service that sets the price
for this utility service. An additional $4.4 billion has
been saved by consumers who contracted with
Competitive Retail Electric Service (CRES) providers
or governmental aggregators and were able to
negotiate electricity prices below the PTC.
	The 2016 report analyzed data through 2015
and estimated that Ohio consumers had saved
about $3 billion per year, $15 billion in total,
through deregulation between 2011 and 2015.
That report set forth two types of savings:
	• “ Shopping” are those costs avoided through
purchasing electricity from a CRES provider,
rather than defaulting into the Standard Service
Offer (SSO) (used to create the PTC).
	• “ SSO Auction” are the savings resulting from
utilities setting their SSOs through a competitive
auction process, rather than the traditional
cost-based accounting method that was used
in Ohio before deregulation.
2. Competition has driven down average electricity
prices in deregulated Midwestern states (Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Illinois), while their regulated peers
(Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin) have seen a
steady increase in price of generated electricity.
Ratepayers in these regulated states are saddled with
the cost of aging, uneconomic power plants, while
competitive markets in the deregulated states have

incentivized investment into new efficient and costeffective generation and have accessed wider multistate markets for generated electricity. Deregulation has
also led to the adoption of dynamic pricing programs
and more renewable energy resource offerings.
	Competitive markets have proven to be a powerful
tool to deliver value to Ohio’s ratepayers. Competitive
rates are attractive to businesses looking to locate in
Ohio. Any attempt to derail competitive generation
markets would cause significant harm to all of Ohio’s
electric consumers and to Ohio’s economy.
3. The Study Team anticipates that savings
will continue for the near term to be around
$3 billion per year. However, these savings may
be lost, in whole or in part, if deregulated energy
markets continue to be undermined by cross
subsidies of uncompetitive Investor Owned Utility
(IOU) generation through Electric Distribution
Utility (EDU) riders and surcharges, or through
legislatively-mandated, above market Power
Purchase Agreements (PPAs) and subsidies.
	Despite the many benefits of competition, there have
been continuing threats to deregulated electricity
markets in Ohio. Investor Owned Utilities have used
Ohio’s regulatory system to obtain cross-subsidies to
support their unprofitable generating facilities through
riders and surcharges collected by their regulated
Electric Distribution Companies on consumers’ bills.
	The costs charged to Ohio consumers through these
riders and surcharges are not directly related to the
purchase of electric power itself. These efforts have
served to undermine the billions of dollars of benefits
consumers have realized from competitive markets
and have prevented consumers from realizing the
full benefits from deregulation.

To read the full study and to learn more about how to support energy choice,
go to www.saveenergychoiceohio.org.
ABOUT NOPEC
NOPEC (Northeast Ohio Public Energy Council) is a non-profit group
of over 230 communities in 17 Ohio counties that negotiates lower
utility rates for its members. As Ohio’s largest public retail energy
aggregator, NOPEC buys gas and electricity in bulk to help lower
customers’ utility bills. Since 2001, NOPEC has saved residents and
businesses over $300 million and awarded more than $28 million in
energy-efficiency grants to NOPEC member communities. For more
information about NOPEC, visit www.nopec.org.

SM

SM
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Electricity Market Update
August 27, 2019
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Natural Gas Production

US Production of Dry Natural Gas: EIA 2019 Forecast Ave: 91.03 BCF/Day
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Dry Natural Gas Production

06.01.19 Production Analysis
Total Production: 89.5
Shale Production: 68.6
Ohio Production: 29.7
OH vs Shale: 43.3%
OH vs Total Production: 33.2%

Monthly Dry Gas Production - Shale (BCF/Day)

Total Dry Gas Production
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Natural Gas Storage
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4

Natural Gas Exports
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5

LNG Projected Exports
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NYMEX Natural Gas Forwards

NYMEX Average Wholesale Prices
$3.00

$2.90

Average Price per DTH ($)

$2.80
Cal 20

$2.70
Cal 21

$2.60
Cal 22

$2.50

Cal 23

$2.40

$2.30
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PJM AD Hub Electricity Forwards

AEP Dayton Hub Annual Average Wholesale Prices
$33.00

$32.00

Average Price per MWh ($)

$31.00
Cal 20

$30.00

$29.00

Cal 21

$28.00
Cal 22

$27.00
Cal 23

$26.00

$25.00

$24.00
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PJM AD Hub Electricity Forwards

Power RTC $ / MWh on 08.27.19
From
To
Cal Year
Current Price
Maximum Price
Minimum Price
Date of Maximum
Date of Minimum
Compared to Low

6/11/2015
1/1/2016
8/27/2019
8/27/2019
2020
2021
$ 27.74 $
27.13
$ 36.96 $
30.22
$ 26.35 $
25.51
6/11/2015
3/14/2019
7/3/2019
7/3/2019
5.3%
6.3%

1/1/2017
8/27/2019
2022
$ 26.36
$ 30.22
$ 24.69
12/28/2017
7/8/2019
6.8%

1/1/2018
8/27/2019
2023
$ 26.03
$ 30.87
$ 24.54
3/25/2018
7/8/2019
6.1%

1/1/2019
8/27/2019
2024
$ 25.96
$ 29.22
$ 24.75
5/20/2019
7/8/2019
4.9%
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PJM AD Hub Electricity Forwards

Electric Monthly Price Trend Analysis: Current Prices
Data Range: 11.30.17 - 08.27.19
$50.00
37.11

$45.00

33.08
35.35 33.66

$40.00

26.16 28.34

24.97 28.59

28.97

24.32 26.20

28.23

$35.00
25.08 25.29
$30.00

34.76 32.91

26.39 24.64 24.81 27.64
27.19

24.10
25.39

27.46
24.04 24.21 27.02 27.25
25.85

24.70
24.67

24.97

23.48 23.44 26.09 26.70

$25.00

$20.00
Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug
2019 2019 2019 2019 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2022 2022 2022 2022 2022 2022 2022 2022
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Temp Deviation from Normal
June 2019 – August 2019

11
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PJM AD Hub Day Ahead LMP’s

LMP DA Averages
$70.00
$60.00

Jan – June: Lowest LMPs recorded in PJM (est.1999)
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*Pricing listed is for 2019 averages
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PJM AD Hub Day Ahead LMP’s

Historical Day-Ahead Average Pricing
Compared to 08.27.2019 Forward Pricing
$50.00
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7 Year LMP Average
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Cal 25

PJM Current 5 CP Hours - 2019

Rank

Date

HE

Load MW

1

7/19/19

18

151,552

2

7/17/19

17

143,161

3

7/10/19

18

141,842

4

8/19/19

17

141,381

5

7/29/19

17

139,865

14
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AEP Ohio Current 1 CP Hour

Rank

Date

HE

Load MW

1

1/31/19

7

22,867

2

1/31/19

20

22,432

3

1/21/19

9

22,376

15
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Capacity Auction Rates
PJM ATSI (First Energy) Zone Capacity Auction

$180
$160
$140
$120
$100
$80
$60
$40
$20
$-

$154

$128

$116

$165

$350

$141

$136
$102

$98
$77

$17

$28

$293

$300
$/MW-Day

$/MW-Day

PJM AEP Zone Capacity Auction

$250
$200
$150

$17

$50

$165

$158
$98

$77

$28

$-

Period from June 1 - May 31

PJM Dayton Zone Capacity Auction

PJM DEKO (Duke) Zone Capacity Auction
$154

$128

$116

$165

$136
$102

$17

$141

$28

Period from June 1 - May 31

$98

$104

$/MW-Day

$/MW-Day

$154

$100

Period from June 1 - May 31

$180
$160
$140
$120
$100
$80
$60
$40
$20
$-

$133

$128

$116

$180
$160
$140
$120
$100
$80
$60
$40
$20
$-

$154

$128

$116

$165

$141

$136
$102

$98
$77

$17

$28

Period from June 1 - May 31
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